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199 Red Sea (areas around it, mostly in western Saudi Arabia)
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201 North Egypt (Cairo) 
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13.1. Apart from five ‘professionally neutralized mediatic accents' (\ those of the Le-
vant, Saudi Arabia, the Persian Gulf, Egypt, Algeria, and Morocco), which we might call
geo-neutral accents (and languages), Ã 14 will present 32 regionational accents, also rep-
resenting some internal subdivisions, preceded by ‘“', as for the Levant (\ Lebanon “
Palestine “ western Syria “ western Jordan), Saudi Arabia, the Gulf (\ Kuwait “ Bah-
rain “ Qatar “ United Arab Emirates, with coastal Iran), Egypt (\ northern “ south-
ern), Algeria (\ northern “ southern Algeria “ Kabyle-Berber Arabic), Morocco. Exam-
ine the maps in ̇  13.1-5 well.

<e Levant (\ Lebanon: Beirut, “ Palestine: east Jerusalem, “ western Syria: Da-
mascus, “ western Jordan: Amman)

Arabia (or the ‘Arabian Peninsula' \ central Saudi Arabia with eastern Jordan and
southwestern Iraq)

North (\ northern Syria with south-eastern Turkey “ northern Iraq)
Iraq (with eastern Syria and parts of mid-western Iran)
<e Gulf (or ‘<e Persian Gulf', with eastern Saudi Arabia, southernmost Iraq,

coastal Iran, “ Kuwait, “ Bahrain, “ Qatar, “ United Arab Emirates)
Oman
Yemen (“ Djibouti, “ northern Somalia)
Red Sea (\ western Saudi Arabia with eastern Sudan and north-eastern Eritrea)
Eastern Egypt (\ coastal, and most of the Sinai and Arabic-speaking Israel)
Egypt (\ northern “ southern Egypt)
Nubia (\ northern Sudan and part of southern Egypt)
Sudan (\ east-central Sudan and north-western Eritrea)
Libya
Tunisia
Algeria (\ northern “ southern Algeria “ Kabyle-Berber Arabic)
Morocco
Mauritania (“ West Sahara)
Mali
Chad
South Sudan (“ south-western Sudan proper)
Somalia (except its northern area)
<e Comoros (\ isles at the northern end of the Mozambique Channel).

13.
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Arguably, our maps and terminology refer to accents of Arabic, not to its dialects,
although both are connected, of course. But it must be clear that accents are less
structured or predictably steady. In fact, accents move more freely in di‡erent di-
rections drawing from di‡erent sources. <e influences on accents may also depend
on (not fully conscious) subjective choices, including neutral or mediatic ones. 

<us, we will certainly also have to include fluctuations in the use by single
speakers. However, mainly other native speakers are generally able to detect di‡er-
ent accents of ‘their own language'. Arguably, these accents may be more or less
‘pure' or ‘composite'.

General observations

13.2. Arabic native speakers grow up learning some sort of ‘colloquial' Arabic
that is determined by (usually rather well-defined) home and social environments.
<us, except for the best voice (meaning pronunciation) professionals, such as
properly trained actors or anchor(wo)men, hardly any Arabic speakers can be said
to use the neutral pronunciation of their ‘common' language.

In fact, the form of Arabic taught at school, based on the written language,
when not expressly on that of the Koran, is quite another language in comparison
with what contemporary Arabic speakers use in their everyday life. Inevitably,
they also use more or less di‡erent vocabulary and grammar (often so di‡erent
that they cannot even understand each others). And, of course, pronunciation
di‡ers, as well.

13.3. Obviously, in this book, we are specifically interested in pronunciation.
In particular, in this chapter, we will deal with the pronunciation di‡erences
which are to be found in the Arabic-speaking countries.

By means of appropriate vocograms, we will show the various occurrences of
the di‡erent vocoids that are more or less frequently used by several speakers be-
longing to given language groups. We will indicate the more typical ones, but al-
so their less recommendable variants. All in all, their even tiny nuances contribute
to identify the di‡erent accents of the ‘same' language.

<is especially happens when such speakers read a prepared text and exhibit
di‡erences for the ‘same' written words and phrases, and sentences. Of course,
when they speak impromptu to people they do not know, but who clearly use ‘an-
other Arabic language', as perceptively very soon realized, they are forced to try
to use what they should have learned during (inevitably boring) school time.

13.4. Of course, any ‘colloquial dialects', meaning any actually ‘spoken vari-
ants', are inevitably di‡erent from the written language of school (or of religion).
In fact, apart from even several mutually incomprehensible terms, and syntactical
di‡erences, also the grammar used is not actually the same, with changes and sim-
plifications (but also possible complications, in comparison). 
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So, many endings are changed or dropped, also causing possible di‡erent stress
patterns. <is may also happen when reading a text, given the highly ‘unscientific'
traditional way of writing Arabic ‘without vowels'.

Certainly, some consonants may become di‡erent, as well, and even oscillate
between more or less atypical and risky forms. We will show these possibilities,
too, without neglecting intonation, which will be adequately shown in our tono-
grams. Tonograms are much more objective than acoustical ‘images', and certainly
are neither occasional nor one-o‡ samples, but obtained by analizing the speech
of several speakers for each ‘accent'. 

<e same has been done for four ‘less localized accents', which professional peo-
ple who work in broadcasting, or in special teaching sound files, may use. We also
concisely describe these ‘geo-neutral(ized) accents/variants' of the Arabic language,
which are: Levantine, Saudi Arabian˚ Persian-Gulf˚ Egyptian˚ Algerian and Moroc-
can Arabic˚ respectively.

Main pronunciation di‡erences (including loans from languages and dialects)

13.5. Among the vowels, the two diphthongs ay˚ aw /AI, AU/ are the more typi-
cally subject to variation, as we will see. Instead, among the consonants, we will
certainly have to deal with: q /q/, ò /c/, h /h/, ™ /ò/ (ò, ‚), ¥ /V/, √ /F/, /_/ \ /T, D,
S, Z/ (and further /_/ newer consonants, \ m˚ n˚ b˚ v˚ w˚ r˚ l /P, Ê, π, æ, ⁄, R, L/)
because of very di‡erent possible realizations. 

13.6. Among the consonants, q /q/, besides remaining (q, ›) (considered to be
the best, by Arabic native speakers, even those who do not use it, typical of many
urban and rural accents, also of urban Maghreb, and of parts of southern Yemen,
of west-central Oman, of Iraq) it can actually become: ê/c/ (c) (typical of the Le-
vant, urban Jordan, and northern Egypt, of many urban and rural accents also of
parts of the Maghreb, Iraq, and the North, ¬ ˙ 13.4); or ê/k/ (k, K) (but also (º,
˜) or (", k), rural Palestine and Oman, and northern Algeria); or ê/g/ (g, G) (typi-
cally nomadic, and of parts of Yemen, of Iraq, of rural Jordan, of north-western Lib-
ya, of coastal Morocco); or ê/X/ (X, ‰, œ, Œ) (eastern Iraq, \ Iranian, Sudan).

13.7. ò /c/, besides remaining stably (c) (as generally in Yemen and in the Penin-
sula), it is usually optional in the other ‘Asian' accents, while it is surely dropped
in the Maghreb, often causing the loss of a whole syllable like (˘cé-), producing
(˘00-), or (˘—0-), especially with sonants, like, for instance, (˘µt-). 

It is usually dropped in final position (except in Yemen): ê/`˘/ (‘zero') ‘()'. In me-
dial position, it may remain especially as an intentional e‡ort to ‘speak well'; oth-
erwise, it is generally dropped, but changing (éc0) into (é;0); instead, (écé, 0cé)
are more frequently changed into (éjé), less frequently, into (éwé), and, mostly on-
ly in the Maghreb, into (é∆é). 
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13.8. h /h/, besides possibly remaining (h, ∆), mainly as an intentional choice
(including certainly with final grammemes containing /h/); it is generally dropped
(not only in the Maghreb), becoming /`/ (‘zero') ‘()'.

13.9. ™ /ò/, besides remaining (ò) (especially in Maghreb and Levant accents, al-
though with fluctuations towards (‚), especially in Algerian urban accents, as in
Algiers and ¢emcen /tl™m's™n/, %limsån /tIlIm'sA:n/), it can become: ê‘/‚/' (‚)
(often judged to be the best and more ‘correct' Arabic sound, mostly in ‘Asian'
Arabic, including Iraqi and rural Levantine accents, although with possible (ò), as
also in Algeria); ê/g/ (g, G) (generally in northern Egypt, with Cairo, and in Yemen
and Oman); it can also become ê/á/ (á, ̂ , Ÿ, ä, Ÿ) (more typical of nomadic peo-
ple, mainly in the Levant, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Oman, southern Egypt, and Su-
dan), ê/j/ (ª, j) (mainly in Yemen and southern “ north-eastern Arabia); or ê/c/ (c,
C) (in parts of Syria).

13.10. ¥˚ √ /V, F/, besides remaining (V, F) (as in Yemen and in most nomadic and
rural accents), can become: ê/t, d/ (t, d) (mostly in urban accents, as in the Levant,
Egypt, and Maghreb, in addition to Sudan and Chad). <ey can also become ê/s,
z/ (s, z), as a choice to avoid both (V, F) (judged to be too ‘rural') and (t, d) (judged
to be less ‘good'). In addition, we can find ¥˚ √ /V, F/ ê‘/f, v/' (described as (f, v), but
generally rather (å, 6)) possible in parts of the North (mainly in the Turkish part),
and occasionally in parts of western Maghreb.

13.11. Neutral (or ‘o‚cial', or ‘literay', or ‘standard') Arabic has four co-artic-
ules, /_/ \ /T, D, S, Z/ (T, D, S, Z). <ey are systematically reduced to three, pratical-
ly in all regionational accents, including the mediatic variants, which we describe.
However, in southern Yemen, /D, Z/ are kept distinct, as (D, ¢), or as (¢, ù), in north-
ern Yemen, or as /D/ (ì, ¡), {pre)uvular lateral, and /Z/ (¢), respectively, in central
Yemen). 

In fact, /Z/ (Z) (or (¢), which native speakers consider to be its ‘best' realization,
even if they do not use it) systematically merges with /D/, becoming either /D/ (D)
or  /Z/ (Z) or (¢). In mountainous parts of south-western Arabia, /D/ can be (ì, ú):
(pre)uvular semilateral.

<us, those four phonemes become three, added to ¥˚ √ /V, F/ (with their real-
izations, just seen above), giving: ê(V, F) “ (T, S, ¢), or ê(t, d) “ (T, S, D), or ê(s,
z) “ (T, S, Z), or ê(å, 6) “ (T, S, ¡). In some, mostly rural, areas of the ‘Asian' ac-
cents and those of Sudan, South Sudan, and Chad, /_/, generally, become plain
/0/, loosing the possibility to distinguish them.

13.12. In addition to the four ‘normal' (in neutral speech) /_/, just seen, \ /T,
D, S, Z/ (T, D, S, Z) (and their reductions and variants), we can also find the follow-
ing co-articules (with their possible variants shown in Ã 12): m˚ n˚ b˚ v˚ w˚ r˚ l /P,
Ê, π, æ, ⁄, R, L/. 

Let us notice that /R/ has to be considered rather di‡erent from ‘normal' /r/ (of
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moderate influence). In fact, being a truly /_/ consonant, /R/ causes the typical
darkening of /_/, while /r/ does not do so, even if its usual taxophones, that we
use in this book, (r, R), are uvularized, too. But they only work on /A4:7/ with a
moderate timbre di‡erence, \ (A4:7), as also /H, y, x, X/ do (in comparison both
with normal uninfluenced (a4:7), and (å4:7), darkened by the true co-articules).

Here and there, mostly in urban (sometimes even ‘refined') speech, /r/ can ap-
pear as uvular, rather than uvularized: (˜, º, K, r); it can also be a non-Muslim pe-
culiarity, even with stronger realizations, up to practically also coincide with /X/
(X) and its variants.

13.13. Further minor changes involve: k /k/, which, besides remaining (k, K),
can become: ê/c/ (c, C), in rural or nomadic accents in parts of Iraq, in nomadic
and rural accents of parts of the Levant, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and north-
ern Algeria (or ê/©/ (©, Œ, º, %, k)); they can also become: ê/q/ (q), in nomadic
accents of the Levant and Saudi Arabia.

Also: t /t/, which, besides remaining (t), can become, mainly in Morocco: ê s
/q/ (q, ı, Ú, B, ‡, ⁄, ˘, th).

13.14. In addition, there are a few consonantal phonemes mostly used in loan-
words (often in neutral, or o‚cial, Arabic, too): p /p/, g /g/, j /‚/ (added to the
phoneme /ò/ (ò), as we use, but with ™ /ò/, as a xenophoneme, should one choose
to use j /‚/ (‚), instead, as the basic phoneme), © /*/, v /v/.

Some examples (whose translations seem to be obvious): påket [bakayt] /pA:'kE:t,
bA'kAIt/ (pa'KE:t, -'KeIt, ≠ba'Kait), garßon [karßawn] /gAr'SO:n, kAr'SAUn/ (gAr'SO:n,
-'SoUn, ≠kAr'Såun), ©åy /'*A:I/ ('*a;I, 'ß-, ≠'‚-, ≠'ò-), v¤za /'vI:zA, 'fI:-/ ('vI:zÆ, ≠'fI:za), v¤lå™
/vI:'lA:ò/ (vI'la:ò, ≠fI'la:ß), jok [jawk] /'‚O:k/ ('‚O:k, '‚oOk, ≠'‚auk), job [jawb] /'‚O:b/
('‚O:b, '‚oOb, ≠'‚aub).

13.15. As anticipated, to the four neutral co-articules (/_/: † /T/, ∂ /D/, ß /S/, Ω
/Z/), we will also have to add some further elements (see the corresponding oro-
grams in Ã 12, for several partially di‡erent realizations, here also shown with
their transliterations, by means of the usual dot under them).

<ey are: m /W/ (W, M, ö, Õ), n /≥/ (≥, n), b /¸/ (¸, b, {, ö, ≈, √, ∫), v /æ/ (æ,
v, ç, ô, ˚, Ä, Ü, ä, Ñ), w /⁄/ (⁄, ≈, m), r /R/ (r, R, ®, Í, ∂, d, ˚, ÷, ˘, ö, å, Å, ∂, ß, ∞, , Ÿ,
ƒ), l /Ï/ (Ï, ı, Î, ∞, t, ], 3, =, ≠, ö, ±) (practically the l of Allah, \ ¡allåh, with an extended
usage to a number of other words, mostly with /A, A:/). 

13.16. Here are some general examples, using a sort of ‘regionational accent',
just to show what we are dealing with, without actually providing real and local-
izable example words. Of course, we will only use one of the various possible tax-
ophones shown above. 

Often, these additional co-articlues are used in loans. Also Hebrew tends to do
so, by writing marked consonants, like ⁄˚ π˚ ∆ (for traditional /q, y, H/, more sys-
tematically than plain ones), rather than for modern /k, c, ≈/, which, however, are
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used in actual pronunciation (instead of the ‘expected' /q, y, H/).
<us, we can consider: bå⁄ /'¸A:ß/ ('¸å:ß) (French bâche, ¬ bå⁄ /'bA:ß/ ('ba:ß)), òamm

/'cAW:/ ('cåW:) (¬ òamm /'cAm:/ ('cam:)), dår /'dA:R/ ('då:R, 'Då:R) (¬ dår /'dA:r/ ('dA:R)),
låm /'LA:m/ ('Lå:m, 'Lå:W) (French lame˚ ¬ låm /'lA:m/ ('la:m)).

13.17. Besides, for particular reasons and changes, mostly determined by phon-
ic contexts, we will also have to show the following consonants, which are realized
di‡erently in certain areas: t ê s /q/ (q, ı, Ú, B, ‡, ⁄, ˘, th), k /k/ ê © (*, C) (in-
cluding z /Q/ (Q, D, ï, ≠, ƒ, Ã, ô), for loans from Maltese or Italian).

Although these are felt to be heavily ‘dialectal' forms to be avoided, neverthe-
less, they more or less frequently slip the speakers' attention. <e same, often, goes
for the possible devoicing of voiced consonants in word-final position. 

<is may be complete, (Ê)ê(=˘), not necessarily before a pause, in the mid-
-western parts of western Saudi Arabia verging on the Red Sea. Instead, in Sahar-
ian accents, (Ê)ê(=|) only before a pause. Besides, in some nomadic accents of the
Peninsula, we can have (Ê)ê(Ò|).

13.18. Furthermore, it is necessary, for loanwords, to also add at least two long
vowels (which, mostly in unstressed syllables, can be shortened, up to the corre-
sponding simple forms, /E, O/ (E, e÷ O, o)): e /E:/ (E:, EE, ei), o /O:/ (O:, OO, ou), and three
(usually short ones) both for loans (mainly French): ¥ /y/ (y), ø /°/ (#), and for di-
alectal words: ë /™/ (™, Ä) (for some perhaps more ‘refined' speakers also English loans).

Some examples: gol [kawl] /'gO:l, 'kO:l, 'kAUl/ ('gO:l, 'goul, ≠'Kaul), ©uklet [™uklayt˚
ª-˚ ⁄-] /*Uk'lE:t, òUk-, ßUk-, -'lAIt/ (*uk'lE:t, -'leit) ≠(òuk'lait, ‚-, ß-), b¥feò [bufayò]
/by'fE:c, bU'fAIc/ (by'fE:c, -'feic, ≠bU'faic), k¤lo [-law] /'kI:lO/ ('KI:lO, -lou), kabineh [-eò˚
kå-, -ayò] /kA4:7bI'nE:/ (&KabI'nE:, -'nei, ≠'naI), hotel [òo-˚ hawtayl˚ òaw-] /hO'tE:l, cO-/
(hO'tE:l, -'teil, -'tel, cO-) ≠(hau-, cau-).

Also: vivør [‡fer˚ ‡fayr] /vI'v°r, fI'fE:r, -'fAIr/ (vI'v#R, ≠fI'fE:R, -'feiR, -'fair), kompy¨ter
/kOm'pjU:tEr/ (kOm'pjU:tEr, kom'pju:ter, ≠kum'bjU:tÄr), ⁄ërt /'ß™Rt, 'ßE:rt/ ('ß™Rt, 'ßÄRt,
'ßERt, 'ßE:Rt, 'ßeiRt, 'ßaiRt), kër⁄ [ker⁄˚ kayr⁄˚ Morocco: ‘fatty') /'k™rß, 'kAIrß/ ('k™rß) ≠('KERß,
'KE:Rß, 'KeiRß, 'KaiRß).

13.19. It goes without saying that any Arabic speakers ‘seriously committed to
speak well', may certainly resort to some mediatic or, perhaps, neutral realizations. 

In fact, such speakers (who may have mainly phonemic monophthongs, when
they happen to try to extend their use of the diphthongs /AI, AU/ to further words,
as in neutral pronunciation) may actually use such realizations (even if unsystemat-
ically), or at least they may try to follow the principle that governs their realizations. 

Moreover, independently from this fact, for the two plain (uninfluenced) diph-
thongs we often find several (more or less) di‡erent realizations, as shown in the
respective vocograms for each ‘accent' described. All this, of course, in addition
to the various actual ‘monophthongizations'.

<erefore, besides possible occurrences of neutral-like (a-, A-, å-) plus (-I, -i, -Ù÷
-U, -u) (¬ ˙ 6.2), or mediatic-like (ù-, Æ-, æ-, ∏-) plus (-I, -¤, -™÷ -U, -O) (¬ ˙ 12.2), or
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(a-, Æ-, æ-) plus (-ù÷ -Ø) (¬ ˙ 12.1.2, bottom vocogram). In non-urban accents, more
typical of rural and nomadic people, we can also have /AI, AU/ (eE, Ee, aÉ, åÉ÷ oO,
Oo, √O, √X), in. 

13.20. Especially in the Maghreb (not only in its extreme West, \ Morocco
and Mauritania), /AI, AU/ can also have the realizations of another pair of diph-
thongs, typical of the phonemic systems of those dialects: /™I, ™U/ (ÄI, ™I÷ ÄU, ™U) “
(ÈI, ¤I, iI÷ #u, XU, ÛU, ¨U, uU) (although, realizations with central first elements cer-
tainly occur even in other accents, including the Asian ones). Arguably, such pos-
sible combinations are not used systematically.

Our regionational accents, but surely also the actual dialects which substantial-
ly determine them, together with additional characteristics, whether personal or
mediatic and neutral, certainly also have more or less frequent occurrences of the
two o‚cial diphthongs, /AI, AU/. 

However, especially for the dialects, most dialectologists and phonemicists
have di‚culty in admitting such occurrences, or even their actual existence, be-
cause both transliterations, like ay “ aw (which are legitimate and much more
straightforward than something like ai “ au], and ‘phonemic transcriptions', like
‘/Aj, Aw/', lead them not to believe that those are true diphthongs, and not mere
sequences like /é0/!

13.21. We do know that our regionational accents systematically drop un-
stressed short vowels, especially /I, U/. <ey may be in initial syllables, /˘0é0-/, or
in medial ones, /-{0}0é0{0}-/, or at the end of words, /-00é˘/. In /˘0é0-/, /˘0/ may
also be /c/ (often substituting /q/).

<us, when /˘0é0-/ becomes /˘00-/, our accents may insert a vowel, mostly /I/,
producing either /˘cIé0-/ or /˘0I0-/. If the first /0/ is a sonant, /m, n, r, l/, or a
(front) continuous, /f, V, F, s, z, S, Z, ß, ò/, it can become intense, /—/.

Sometimes, the whole first syllable can be dropped entirely, /˘`0/. <is can hap-
pen in Maghreb accents; but they may also accept /˘00-/ structures, if the clusters
produced are easily pronounceable (for native speakers), even with two stops, /˘FF-/.

„en (final) /-00é˘/ becomes /-00`˘/, the same mechanism produces either
/-0I0˘/ or /-00I˘/ (always with /I/ (I, i, ¤, È, E, ™, *Ù, *…, *%) Æ (notice that here (*é)
refers to darkened timbres), as preferred timbres, but also with /U/ (U, u, ¨, Û, O,
X, ™) Æ, or, more rarely, /A/ (A, a, Æ, Ä, *x, *æ) Æ).

<e di‡erent accents may certainly prefer di‡erent timbres, often aiming at
matching the preceding vowel timbres. Generally, the following consonants favor
/A/: /x, X÷ H, y÷ h/, while /T, D, S, Z/ and /q÷ b, f, m, w/ favor /U/. <e Levant and Is-
rael prefer /I/ (or /U/ if preceded by /U/).

<is works, unless the stressed vowel before it is /A/, giving /-'A0A0˘/, more typical
of Asian accents, or /-'A004A7˘/, more rarely, but typical of northern Egypt (Cairo). <e
same principle of vowel harmony also works with the other vowels, as well, giving
/-'I004I7˘/ and /-'U004U7˘/ (all three becoming /-'é00˘/), unless a word follows immedi-
ately after. However, /I/ (with its possible realizations) remains the favorite choice. 
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13.22. Combining words in phrases, we can produce clusters of three /0/, \
/-é0˘00é-/ or /-é00˘0é-/. In this case, the Asian accents produce /-é0I00é-/, while
Egypt (Cairo) prefers /-é00I0é-/. Clusters of four consonants, /-é0000é-/, be-
come /-é00˘00é-/. Instead, in the Maghreb, those clusters are quite normal, even
as /-é000˘0-é/ or /é-0˘000-é/, in addition to /é-00˘00-é/. 

Usually, in the whole Maghreb, words with sequences like /00é0é/ change in-
to /0é00é/, while, those with /00é00é/ do not change. Words with sequences
like /0é0é0é/ generally change into /00é0é/, which may remain so or change in-
to /0é00é/. Words with sequences like /0é0é00é/ or /00é00é/ do not change.

In northern Algeria, words with sequences like /0é00é0é/, where /-00-/ are
di‡erent consonants (\ ‘/-0C-/'), assimilate them into a geminate ((-00-), or a long
consonant, (-0:-)), while words with sequences like /-00-/, where the second con-
sonant is a sonant, /0ù/, lengthen the first consonant, producing (-0:ù-).

Observations about Arabic vowels

13.23. Having to deal with ‘dialect' variants and especially true ‘regionational
accents', it is not only important, but absolutely necessary, to carefully observe
what follows about Arabic vowels.

<e first quadrilateral of ˙ 5.9, although too simple to be really useful, some-
how shows what is currently possible to present, following the o‚cial principles.
It averages out what can be found both auditorily and acoustically for the main
realizations of the Arabic vowels. But it does not consider all the facts, as one
would legitimally expect, instead. 

In fact, ˙ 13.6 (derived, by simplification, from our ˙ 6.1, for neutral Arabic
pronunciation, and from our ˙ 12.1.1, for mediatic Arabic pronunciation) shows
that there are at least these two realities about Arabic vowels.

It is true that ˙ 5.9 somehow resembles our (simplified) neutral vocogram.
But, of course, things are not so simple if we actually intend to present real facts,
both scientifically and honestly. «rst of all, these figures do not show at all the fun-
damental taxophones, which must not be ignored, absolutely (and which, in a
very small and vague way are ‘presented' as in the third quadrilateral, which we
added).
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/i/ (i) /u/ (u)

/a/ (Ä) /a/ (å)

/i/ (Û) /u/ (¯)

Neutral Mediatic

˙ 13.6. Basic vowel settings.



13.24. Furthermore, as we will see in this chapter, there are so many further
things which have to be shown for the accents (obviously also derived from the
‘dialects'). Otherwise, it would be a definitely useless task trying to describe such
things without accurate vocograms, but simply using the (clearly) insu‚cient o‡IPA
symbols, or, perhaps worse, only relying on even poorer transliteration devices. 

We will also have to resort to some paraphonic structurings and figures, to sat-
isfactorily present the complex reality of the accents which we want to describe.
Otherwise, it would be much better… to go fishing. <erefore, let us have an even
quick look at the vocograms (already seen) in ̇  6.1 and ̇  12.1.1, where the neces-
sary taxophones are indicated (in a more reliable way than in the third quadrilat-
eral added in ˙ 5.9). 

For the time being, and for our purpose here, we will not consider the other
vocograms provided in Ã 6 and Ã 12 (and, hopefully, already familiar to all of us).

13.25. As far as the vowels are concerned, the ancient grammarians talked a-
bout òimålah (\ ‘-ah']˚ a sort of vowel shift towards a front and raised position, re-
garding /A, A:/, which, exceeding the position of normal (a), tended to be realized
even further than that, thus, covering areas in the vocogram, mainly upper ones,
which so many other languages have (and had).

In fact, nowadays, in di‡erent ‘dialects' and accents, we can certainly happen
to find (ù, È), or also (E, ™, e), or even (¤, i, I) (also (¤È), in Maltese, which has be-
come an independent language, that ‘experts' do not consider to be a ‘dialect' of
Arabic any more). 

<ose are di‡erent progressive stages, which present-day ‘dialects' do have in
their systems. It is a paraphonic structuring, which we show in ˙ 13.7.1 front-
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˙ 13.7.1. Two fundamental òimålah settings governing the treatment of the Arabic vocalic ta-
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-raised setting). <e areas a‡ected by this phenomenon are, mostly, the Levant (ex-
cept its lower part, generally), and Tunisia. In Iraq (including northern Iraq and
northern Syria) and generally in Palestine and Israel (with all its African areas in
Egypt, see ˙ 13.5), often the change is mostly caused by the (synchronic or even
diachronic) presence of /I, I:, j/ in dialect words or of the grammeme -ah (especial-
ly in the accents described in Ã 14), which appears on our vocograms as /’A˘/.

13.26. Unfortunately, many ‘experts on Arabic dialectology' still consider the
very many and di‡erent ‘variants of Arabic' as if they were really simple internal
subdivisions, that do not prevent actual communication. 

However, things are quite di‡erent. But this may be due to an excessive form
of ‘respect' for a language, which has many di‡erent spoken variants with no writ-
ing systems of their own. In case, they are forced in using the traditional Arabic
alphabet, which is highly unsatisfactory (even for Arabic itself, to be frank, but,
please, do not… lapidate us for this declaration). 

In fact, all those ‘Arabic dialects' are not simply partially di‡erent, but are on-
ly partially understandable mainly between bordering areas. <eir situation is, in
fact, not very di‡erent from that of the Romance languages derived from Latin:
Italian, Spanish, Catalan, Galician, Portuguese, French, and the Romance lan-
guages spoken in southern France, Switzerland and Belgium, not forgetting about
Romanian and Moldovan (now isolated, in eastern Europe). 

Instead, for English, the situation is less problematic. In fact, even if there are
some tiny grammatical (and lexical) di‡erences, native speakers can easily under-
stand each others, whether they happen to be from the States, Canada, Ireland,
Wales, Scotland, England, Australia, New Zealand, or South Africa.

13.27. As it is easy to guess from the actual taxophones of /A, A:/ (and /I, I:/),
there is an opposite paraphonic setting for the vowels, which produces a number
of further taxophones, as already seen in the vocograms of Ã 6 “ Ã 12. <us, ˙
13.7.1 shows it, so that it may be possible to compare the two opposite situation-
al paraphonic settings (together with the ‘normal' situation o‡ered by our real
vocograms, shown below them). 

Of course, this second setting is generally caused by /q/ and /_/ (\ the co-
-articules: /T, D, S, Z/). Arguably, today, even from a practical scientific point of
view, it is more convenient to join all this ‘mechanism' as we have already done
in Ã 6 and Ã 12, accurately placing the taxophones.

However, the e‡ect of the second paraphonic setting, in addition to neutral
and mediatic Arabic pronunciations, is strongest in the uppermost areas of Asian
Arabic, \ the Levant, Iraq, including the North, and the Gulf area. Also Egypt
and Libya have it, as a propagation to Africa.

Arguably, contrary to the e‡ect of the first paraphonic (front-raised) setting,
this one, the back-lowered˚ causes the use of some of the following vocoids (main-
ly, but not only, long). <us, we may find the following sets (from lighter to
broader): (å:, Å:, a:) (æ:, ,:, ∏:, ©:) (Ø:, ù:) (∏:, O:, o:, O:). 
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13.28. Concerning the Maghreb, we have to introduce another kind of para-
phonic setting, which helps to explain why the Arabic spoken in Algeria (with a
mid-reduced setting), but even more so the one spoken in Morocco (with a back-
-reduced setting, in addition to the use of /™/), is generally judged to be incompre-
hensible to other (even if ‘native') speakers.

In fact (due to the Berber substratum, also shown in ˙ 13.7.3), the real space
reserved to the vocoids is generally limited to the areas shown in the vocograms.
In addition, some speakers in Tunisia may have a further setting, the front-reduced
one, which can add an e‡ect similar to the front-raised one (seen in ˙ 13.7.1).

Perhaps, in the Levant (at least) a further paraphonic setting (with three par-
tially di‡erent structurings) is part of the accent, which other Arabic speakers can
(more or less easily) detect, also by the presence of the additional phoneme /™/:
the restricted one (also the mid-reduced or compressed ones are possible).

13.29. Furthermore, in comparison with o‚cial Arabic, its di‡erent variants
tend to shorten the long vowels, when they occur in checked syllables, even if
stressed, especially in Egypt. So, although with fluctuations, our regionational ac-
cents may shorten them, more frequently, or keep them long or rather half-long,
as oftener in Israel and Palestine. 

In addition, unstressed (o‚cial) long vowels are currently shortened, especial-
ly in word-final position (except in Yemen and southern parts of the Peninsula,
where they are half-long). However, if pronominal or negative su‚xes are added,
their ‘original length' is recovered, including consequent possible stress shifts.
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Also in syllables occurring before the stressed one, the long vowels are frequent-
ly kept (mostly as half-long) in many ‘Asian' accents. 

As for the diphthongs /AI, AU/, most regionational accents usually change them
into /E:, O:/, but with fluctuations, often keeping them, also depending on syllable
structures and word-formation rules with su‚xes. All this, of course, without ex-
cluding individual ‘choices', which can certainly make ‘dialectal rules' unreliable,
if not unpredictable.

How to call and classify the di‡erent pronunciations of Arabic

13.30. We know quite well that di‡erent native speakers of Arabic certainly cannot
be said to speak exactly ‘the same language', because they also have very many gram-
matical and lexical di‡erences, in addition to partially di‡erent phonemic systems.

However, we do not intend to describe the Arabic dialects, not even for only
their exact pronunciation characteristics, because that would also involve several
di‡erent grammar and lexicon peculiarities. Our clear intention is to merely de-
scribe, as best as possible, the real pronunciations, which can be heard when lis-
tening to Arabic speakers talking with other Arabic speakers from di‡erent na-
tions, including foreign users of Arabic.

Of course, there will be similarities and di‡erences, more or less evident, all of
which constitute what we can safly call accents of Arabic. Certainly, not as simply
as with English accents, but something more like the situation of the Romance
languages, which also have many internal phonemic, grammatical, and lexical
di‡erences, as well.

<erefore, for the main and more representative pronunciation koinés of
Arabic, we do not hesitate to also present their mediatic accents˚ which are not ex-
actly the pronunciation of the various real dialects, but the results that we reached
by analizing a rich number of recorded (video)sound files, also found in the Net. 

Naturally, almost by definition, the mediatic accents include more or less nu-
merous possibilities, ‘choosing' among local (somehow) attenuated characteris-
tics, including some belonging to either neutral or mediatic o‚cial (or written,
or ‘literary') Arabic.

13.31. <us, we will provide the phonopses of five main Arabic national koinés, for
their mediatic accent: the Levant, the Gulf, Egypt, Algeria, and Morocco. Arguably,
these mediatic accents are more or less influenced, although unsystematically, by the
neutral pronunciation of ‘o‚cial' Arabic, especially for some consonants and /ai, au/. 

Afterwards, 32 of more localizable accents will be shown (¬ ˙ 13.1-5). In addition,
in Ã 19 we will provide the phonopses of Algerian Kabyle Berber, and of Maltese, for
interesting comparisons, and three diachronic phonopses, as well: Ancient Egyptian,
Proto-Semitic, Old Arabic.

Let us start from the Levant koiné, which results to be one of the less prob-
lematic for communication between di‡erent (native) speakers.
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Levant mediatic accent

13.32. Mediatic Levantine Arabic has a fourth short vowel, \ /È/, in addition
to /I, A, U/ and the three long ones, /i:, a:, u:/, with the taxophones shown in the
first vocogram of ˙ 13.8.1 (and broader variants, in the second vocogram).

<e long vowels are phonetically short when unstressed, but keep their original
timbres; however, /i, a, u/ often neutralize, becoming /È/ even in stressed syllables
(either free or checked), furthermore, in final unstressed syllables, they are dropped
(occasionally, maintained as an intentional choice). So, more or less frequently, we
also have: /i, a, u/ = /È/ (È) {also in stressed syllables, either free or checked, and
with (x) in contact with (q), \ /T, D, S, Z/ including /q/, of course). In contact with
(⁄) \ /H, y/ {(H, y) or (ˇ, ÿ)}, /A4:7/ may also be (a4:7), in addition to (A4:7):

/I/ (¤, I˘, ¤0, ≠È0, qÙ, Ùq), /I:/ (I4:7, ’I˘, q%4:7, %4:7q), 
/A/ (a, ≠e÷ ’a˘, ≠’e˘, ’A|) (–A, A–, ≠æ) (qå, åq, ≠∏) (Lå, åL), 
/A:/ (a:, ≠aE, ≠e:˘) (–A:, A:–, rA:, A:r, RA:, A:R, ≠AÆ) (qå:, å:q, ≠åæ) (Lå:, å:L), 
/U/ (u, U˘, u0, ≠O0) (qu, uq, ≠O), /U:/ (U4:7, ’U˘, qu4:7, u4:7q).

13.33. Usually, neutral Arabic /ai, au/ = /ei, ou/ (eI, oU), more systematically in
checked syllables, realized as narrow diphthongs mainly in Lebanon. Certainly, al-
so (e:, o:) and the other taxophones shown in ˙ 13.8.2 occur frequently. Howev-
er, we also have cases where /ai, au/ remain exactly /ai, au/.

So, also for this variant (and accent), it is necessary not to pretend that /ai, au/
absolutely change systematically into /ei, ou/. <us, in addition to some other cas-
es of /ai, au/ (as in lofty words), we mostly have: /AI˘, AU˘/, /Ajj, AIj, Aww, AUw/, /AI0-,
AI0-/ (ay˚ aw, ayy˚ aww˚ ayC˚ awC], with /a/ (Ä-, a-, A) regularly combined with (-i˘,
-u˘), or (ij, jj÷ uw, ww), or (-I-, ≠-È-, -Ù-÷ -U-, ≠-O-) (as shown above for the taxophones).

It must be added that, in the mediatic accent, some speakers or words may ‘pre-
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/i:/ (i[:], ’iò, qÛ[:], Û[:]q, qÛ[:]q)

/i/ (i˘, ¤0, q¢, ¢q, q¢q)

/u:/ (u[:], ’uò, qU[:], U[:]q, qU[:]q)

/u/ (u˘, U0, qU, Uq, qUq)

/a:/ (Ä:, –a:, a:–, –a:–, qA:, A:q, qA:q)
/a/ (Ä, –a, a–, –a–, qA, Aq, qAq) /’aò/ (Ä,�a|, qA)

{/i, a, u/=} /È/ ('È0, ’È, qx, xq, qxq)

/i/ ≠(Ù0, '-Ù4-7, ≠≠'-e4-7) /u/ ≠(o0, qo, oq, qoq, '-P4-7, ≠≠'-o4-7)

/a:/ ≠(ÄE, ™:ò, –aå, aå–, –aå–, 
qA√, A√q, qA√q)

/a/ ≠(É, q√, √q, q√q) 
≠≠(™, q∏, ∏q, q∏q)
/’aò/ ≠(É,�å|, q∏) ≠≠(™)

˙ 13.8.1. Mediatic Levant Arabic vowels (with broader variants, in the second vocogram).



fer' the wider version of the diphthongs, just shown (with lower 1st elements and
higher 2nd ones), also independently from actual contexts. 

We can also have /A:I, A:U/ (with the same combinatory taxophones), generally
corresponding to o‚cial Arabic words with a dropped consonant – as, for instance,
/A:cI, A:hU/. 

<e short vowels in final unstressed position, /’é˘/, may be systematically dropped,
unless for maintaining possible semantic or useful grammatical distinctions, but –of
course– always with (more or less unpredictable) fluctuations, also due to speech rate.

<e same usually happens to short vowels in unstressed free syllables. In fact, they
are generally dropped, unless this may cause unpronounceable consonant clusters. 

13.34. It is important to realize that, also in stressed syllables (either free or
checked), /I, A, U/ may be kept distinct with their corresponding taxophones, or
they may be merged into /™/. 

<is can happen to all of them, giving /I, A, U/ê/™/; or only to /I, U/ê/™/, but /A/.
<ey may usually be realized as (È), but (Û) generally in contact with /m, b, w÷ q,
T, D|Z, S÷ H, y/ as opposed to /A/ (Ä) (often (x) in contact with /q, T, D|Z, S/). 

However, these partially di‡erent timbres may also occur for /I, A, U/ê/™/, not
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{/ai/=} /ei/ 
 (e:, eI, e¤q, qÙI, qÙ¢q)

{/au/=} /ou/  
(o:, oU, ooq, qøU, qøoq)

/ai/ (Äi, ÄI0, Ä¢q) (–ai, –aI0, –a¢q) (qAi, qAI, qA¢q)

/au/ (Äu, ÄUq) (–au, –aUq) (qAu, qAUq)

˙ 13.8.2. Mediatic Levant Arabic diphthongs: {/ai/ê} /ei/ “ {/au/ê} /ou/, and /ai, au/ (with tax-
ophones).



always clearly distinctly. In fact, the exact realization of /™/ may be (™) or (È, ù, Ä),
or (x, X, √) if in contact with (q), \ with /q/ “ (_) {\ /T, D, S, Z/}. 

Sequences of /0™0/ (where one /0/ is either a sonant, (ù(, \ /m, n÷ r÷ l/, or a
front continuant, \ / f, V, F, s, z, S, Z, ß, ò/), it can become (—) (\ intense). <us,
sequences like (˘’céù0) frequently become (˘’%0).

Of course, all these possible realizations undergo social ̧  individual fluctuations,
also depending on words and speech rate. <is includes the treatment of /˘00, 00˘,
000, 0000/ sequences, as well. Currently, /˘0é0é0é{0}{é}/ sequences readily be-
come either /00é0é-/ or /0é00é-/.

13.35. As for the consonants (˙ 13.8.3), in addition to homorganic n˚ (n=0),
and gemination, including /jj, ww, hh/, we find /q/ (c) (but ±(q, ") in lofty words,
or in more careful speech, also northern rural (q, "), central rural (k, K), rural Pal-
estinian (X), nomadic (g, G)); /c/ (c) (also /éc/ (é;), and ≠(h, `)).

/Z/ (ò) (but (G) mainly Jordanian, and rural or nomadic); /V, F/ (t, d) ±(s, z) (but,
rural or nomadic (V, F)); /Z/ (D) ((Z) currently urban, but (¢) rural or nomadic); /x,
X/ (x, X)÷ /H, y/ (H, y) or (ˇ, ÿ)); /h/ (h, ≠c)÷ /r/ (r, 'Ré, 'éRˆ, 'éR˘) (but also (√, ◊), respec-
tively, if in contact with /I4:7, j/; always (r, R) when in contact with (_)).

In addition: /k/ (c) “ /q/ (‚) (rural; but, followed by /I4:7, A4:7/, ‘/k/' ê (c, ≠q) “
‘/q/'ê(G, ≠Q) nomadic). More co-articules than in neutral Arabic are used, espe-
cially /P, π, ⁄, R, L/. <e intonation patterns are shown in ˙ 13.8.4.
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ö t d(p) b T D (›)(")(K G) k (g)

f (v)(† ∑) s z S Z (ï) S  Z
(c G)

h

º ̃  
j w H (h) H

l(≤) L
(√ ◊)r (R)

m (M) n (¯) (˙) (,)(˙)(Ê) (~)(N)(˙) (‹)  

˙ 13.8.3. General consonant chart, including taxophones and xenophones (sociophonic, too).

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

˙ 13.8.4. Fundamental intonation patterns.



Saudi Arabia mediatic accent

13.36. ˙ 13.9.1-3 show the typical vowels and diphthongs, while ̇  13.9.4 gives
the consonants, and ˙ 13.9.5 shows the intonation patterns. 

Such figures should be attentively inspected, with no hurry, and compared
with others, especially with ˙ 14.14.
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/I/ (i, *¤)

/A/ (a, Æ,*A) /A:/ (a:, A:, *A:)

/I:/ (I:, *%:)
/U/ (u)
/U:/ (U:, *u:)‡

˙ 13.9.1. Mediatic Saudi Arabic vowels (with broader variants, in the second vocogram).

{/ai/ê} /EI/ (™i) (™I, Ù¤) {/au/ê} /OU/ (øU) (øu, oU)

˙ 13.9.2. Mediatic Saudi Arabic diphthongs: {/ai/ê} /ei/ “ {/au/ê} /ou/.

/ai/ (Äi, Ä¤0)

/au/ (Äu, ÄU0)

/ai/ (–ai, –a¤0)

/au/ (–au, –aU0)

/ai/ (—Ai, —A¤—)

/au/ (—Au, —AU—)

˙ 13.9.3. Mediatic Saudi Arabic diphthongs: /ai, au/
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m n
{p} b t   d T D ö {›}{"}k(K)

f {v} † s ∑ z S ¢ S
G

º ˜ 

H
j w y (h) H

l(≤) (L)
r (R)

(M) (¯) (˙) (,)(˙)(~)(N)(˙) (≥)(‹)

˙ 13.9.4. General consonant chart, including taxophones and xenophones (sociophonic, too).

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

˙ 13.9.5. Fundamental intonation patterns.



Gulf mediatic accent
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/i:/ (i[:], QÛ[:], Û[:]Q, QÛ[:]Q)
/i/ (i˘, ¤0, Q¢, ¢Q, Q¢Q)

/i/ (≠Ù)

/u:/ (u[:], QU[:], U[:]Q, QU[:]Q)

/u/ (u˘, U0, QU, UQ, QUQ)

/a[:]/ (Ä[:], ⁄a[:], a[:]⁄, ⁄a[:]⁄, 
 ra[:], a[:]r, ra[:]r, La[:], a[:]L, La[:]L, 

 qA[:], A[:]q, qA[:]q)
/’aò/ (Ä,�a|, Qa, ra, La)

/i:/ ≠(iI, Q…Û, …ÛQ, Q……Q) /u:/ (≠uU)

/u/ (≠’oò)

/a[:]/ (Å[:], ≠a[:], aå, ≠–Ä[Ä], 
 ⁄Aa, Aa⁄, ⁄Aa⁄, ⁄Aå, Aå⁄, ⁄Aå⁄)

/a/ (q√, √q, q√q)  
≠(q∏, ∏q, q∏q) (’åò,�’‘ò, ≠’Éò)

˙ 13.10.1. Mediatic Gulf Arabic vowels (with broader wariants, in the second vocogram).

{/ai/ê} /ei/ (ee) (eÙ, eÉ, ™É,�™iò, 
 Jei, eiJ, JeiJ, qÈÙ, ÙÈq) {/au/ê} /ou/ (øø) (øÖ, øo, øU, oU)

˙ 13.10.2. Mediatic Gulf Arabic diphthongs: {/ai/ê} /ei/ “ {/au/ê} /ou/.

/ai/ (Äi, ÄI0, Ä¢q) (–åi, –åI0, –å¢q) (q√i, q√I, q√¢q)

/au/ (Äu, ÄUq) (–åu, –åUq) (q√u, q√Uq)

˙ 13.10.3. Mediatic Gulf Arabic diphthongs: /ai, au/
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13.36. Gulf Arabic has three short and three long vowels (¬ ̇  13.10.1), with the
following conventions for their taxophones: (Q) in contact with uvular, uvular-
ized, or pharyngeal consonants (\ /q, x, X÷ T, D, S, Z÷ H, y/); (_) in contact with
uvularized consonants (\ /T, D, S, Z/).

And: (⁄) in contact with either uvular or pharyngeal consonants (\ /q, x, X÷ H,
y/, including /r/ (r, R) and (L)); (-_) only before uvularized consonants (\ /-T, -D, -
S, -Z/}; (_-) only after uvularized consonants (\ /T-, D-, S-, Z-/}; (Ç) in contact with
postalveopalatal consonants (\ /ß, ò, c/ (ë, ‚, C)).

˛is is also true of /a/ + /j, jj÷ w, ww/ + /é/, or of /a/ + /i, u/ (\ the diphthongs
/AI, AU/ + /ò, 0/, when they are kept, as in lofty words, ¬ ˙ 13.10.3). Otherwise,
more often, they have become /ei, ou/ (more ‘colloquial' diphthongs, ¬ ̇  13.10.2).
Broader variants of /I4:7, A4:7, U4:7/, are given in the second vocogram of ˙ 13.10.1.

13.37. As for the consonants (¬ ˙ 13.10.3), we notice: (n=0); /H/ is generally (ó);
/g/ (g, G) may substitute /›/, ™ gahwah ('GÄHwa, -ÄH) ‘co‡ee', except in lofty words,
or in more careful speech, where /›/ (q, ") are preserved (contrary to more local ac-
cents, ¬ § 14.8-11, for Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, and the Emirates, or the ‘general lo-
cal dialect', § 17.3), and /Z/ (‚). In addition, in contact with ‘front' vowels or in final
position, /k/ is /c/ (C), ™ ©alb ('CÄlb) ‘dog' (corresponding to neutral kalb ('KÄlb)),
or min fa∂li©˚ -a© (m¤M'fADl¤C, -ÄC) ‘please' (said, respectively, to a woman or a man).
<e main intonation patterns are shown in ˙ 13.10.4.

m n
ö t d(p) b T D {›}(")(K G) k g

C ‚ 

f (v) † ∑ s z S ï ë h

º ̃  
j w H (h) H

l(≤) L
r (R)(√ ◊)

(M) (¯) (˙) (,)(˙)(~)(N)(˙) (Ê)(‹)

˙ 13.10.4. General consonant chart, including taxophones and xenophones (sociophonic, too).

/÷/ (2 è 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 Ì 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

˙ 13.10.5. Fundamental intonation patterns.



Egypt mediatic accent

13.38. Egyptian Arabic has eight vowels, both short, /I, A, å, U/, and long, /I:, A:,
å:, U:/ (¬ ˙ 13.11.1). In fact, in words with uvularized consonants, we find /A/ (A)
(and /A:/, with the appropriate taxophones) instead of /a/ (Ä) and /a:/ (ÄÄ). In ad-
dition, with uvular consonants, there is phonemic opposition between a /a/ and
a /A/ while with pharyngeal consonants, we only find /a/.

Nonetheless, although less frequent, they are two di‡erent phonemes, as shown
by a good many minimal pairs, where it is /A/ which ‘colors' the syllable, inde-
pendently from (—). <us, with /º, ˜/, we can find: ºÓd /'ºAd/ ('ºAd) ‘(he) sur-
prised' and ºad /'ºad/ ('ºÄd) ‘cheeks', r≤si /'rA:si/ ('rA√si) ‘(my) head', råsi /'ra:si/
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/i:/ (ii) (—Ûi, iÛ—, —ÛÛ—)  
 

/u:/ (uu) (—Uu, uU—, —UU—)

/i/ (¤, i˘) (—¢, ¢—, —¢—)

/a/ (Ä, ’a|)  
/a:/ (ÄÄ, Äå, aÄ)

/A/ (A, ’√)  
/A:/ (A√, —a,, a,—, —ØO—)

/u/ (¨, u˘) (—o, o—, —o—, ≠-ø-)

˙ 13.11.1. Mediatic Egypt vowels (including /A, A:/).

{/ai/ê} /ei/ (el)  

 (ee, —Ùe, eÙ—, —ÙÙ—)

{/au/ê} /OU/ (oI)  

(oo, —øo, oø—, —øø—)

˙ 13.11.2. <e ‘newer' diphthongs /ei, ou/, from /ai, au/.

/ai/ (Äi, Ä¤0, Ä¢—)
/Ai/ (—Ai, —A¤0, —A¢—)

/au/ (Äu, ÄU0, Äo—)
/Au/ (—Au, —AU0, —Ao—)

˙ 13.11.3. <e diphthongs /ai, au/.
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('√ÄÄsi) ‘balanced'. However, in contact with (_), we often have (a,) (and (ØO) be-
tween (_)).

˛e distribution of the vowel taxophones is (with an asterisk signaling contact
with uvularized, uvular, or pharyngeal consonants; ˘ = syllable-final, ’ = unstressed,
’…| = utterance-final unstressed before a pause). Here, we also include /EI, OU/
(mostly monotimbric diphthongs) coming from /AI, AU/, shown in ˙ 13.11.2 /i/
(¤, i˘, ¢*, *¢), /ii/ (ii, iÛ*, *Ûi, *ÛÛ*), /ei/ (ee, eÙ*, *Ùe, *ÙÙ*), /a/ (Ä, ’a|), /a:/ (ÄÄ, Äa, aÄ)
(freely), /A/ (A, ’√), /A:/ (A√, *a,, a,*, *ØO*), /ou/ (oo, oø*, *øo, *øø*), /u/ (¨, u˘, ø*,
*ø), /u:/ (uu, uU*, *Uu, *UU*). For ay˚ aw˚ mainly occurring in lofty words, we can
certainly have /jé, wé/ (jé, wé), but also /AI, AU/ when followed by /˘, ˆ, 0/, of
course in addition to ‘new' /EI, OU/ in many words. 

13.39. As for the consonants, besides (n=0), we notice what follows (¬ ̇  13.11.4).
Generally, /†, ∑, ï, Z, ›/ become /t, s÷ d, z÷ Z, D÷ g÷ ö/ (though /›/ is preserved in
lofty words, or in more careful speech; southern Egypt has (›) for /g/); the rare
xenophonemes /p, v, Z/ occur in loanwords; as in the other Arabic varieties, we
find geminates, as well as /hh, h0, 0h/; (º, ˜), but /h/ (ˇ). Very frequently, /rò/ is
partially devoiced (á). In addition, let us notice that it is velarized, rather than uvu-
larized, and certainly not pharyngealized (although some speakers may use, quite
unsystematically di‡erent types of darkening).

<e Egyptian mediatic accent presents a peculiar characteristics, opposite to
darkening, although more limited. But it is something used, epecially by news-
readers, and felt to be a prestigious (and educated) distinctive Egyptian feature
(Cairene, indeed). 

In fact, /t, d, T, D/ are somewhat ‘palatalized' when followed by /j, I:, I/ (in-
cluding epenthetic /I/, and, more rarely, also depending on speakers and words,
when followed by final /I˘/, or /EI/, even if monophthongized). <us, /t, d/ become
(⁄, Á) (prepalatal), while /T, D/ become (t, d) (dental), remaining, however, di‡er-
ent and still in phonemic opposition.

It must be added that, if (⁄, Á) may be considered as being prestigious and
more educated, there is another possibility, which, on the contrary, is stigmatized,
because it is felt to be rather uneducated and more typical of women, who go too
far, by ‘palatalizing' too much and using (C, ‚) (still against /T, D/ (t, d)). 

Let us also add that /H, y/ (ˇ, ó) (prepharyngeal), passing to a vowel or from a
vowel, most frequently, instead of using more retacted vocalic taxophones, gener-

m n
{p} b t   d

(⁄ Á)
˛  Ã ö {›}{"}k g(K G)

f {v} {†} s {∑} z {ï} À ë S {Z}

º ˜ 

ˇ
j w(‹) ˚ (h) H

l(≤) (ú)
R (r) ® (Í)

(M) (¯) (˙) (,)(˙)(~)(N)(˙) (∫)(≠)

˙ 13.11.4. General consonant chart, including taxophones and xenophones (sociophonic, too).
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ally, insert a provelar semiapproximant, as shown in ˙ 13.11.5.
<e main intonation patterns are shown in ˙ 13.11.6.

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 ' 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

˙ 13.11.6. Fundamental intonation patterns.

˚‹é é‹˚ ˇ‹é é‹ˇ‹

˝ 

˙ 13.11.5. <e provelar semiapproximant, (‹), and combinations with /y, H/ (ó, ˇ).
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Algeria mediatic accent

/A:/ (a4;7, ça4;7, a4;7ç, qA4;7, A4;7q,
 ˆæ4;7, æ4;7ˆ, ˆæ4;7ˆ)

/I:/ (I4;7, ˆ%4;7, %4;7ˆ, ˆ%4;7ˆ) /U:/ (U4;7, ˆu4;7, u4;7ˆ, ˆu4;7ˆ)

/A/ (a, ça, aç, qA, Aq,
 ˆæ, æˆ, ˆæˆ, ’A˘)

/I/ (i, ˆÈ, Èˆ, ˆÈˆ, ’¤)

{/’I, ’A, ’U/ê} /™/ (™)
/U/ (u, ˆO, Oˆ, ˆOˆ, ’¨)

˙ 13.12.1. <e vowels, including /È/.

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (OO, Ou, 
ùU, ùuˆ, ˆxU, ˆxuˆ)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EE, EI, ùI,
 ù¤ˆ, ˆxI, ˆx¤ˆ)

˙ 13.12.2 <e diphthongs /ei, ou/.

/qAI/ (ai ,̆ aI0˘, a%˘ˆ, aÙˆ) (ˆ√i ,̆ ˆ√I0˘, ˆ√%˘ˆ, ˆ√Ùˆ)/çai/ (Äi ,̆ ÄI0˘, Ä%˘ˆ, ÄÙˆ)

/çau/ (Äu ,̆ ÄU0, ÄU˘ˆ, Äoˆ) /qAU/ (au ,̆ aU0, aU˘ˆ, aUˆ) (ˆ√u ,̆ ˆ√U0, ˆ√U˘ˆ, ˆ√oˆ)

˙ 13.11.3. <e diphthongs /ai, au/.
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13.40. Algerian Arabic˚ in addition to /I, A, U/ and /I:, A:, U:/ (generally realized
as half-long, instead of fully long, in the expected contexts, ¬ ˙ 13.12.1), also has
/È/ (È), which is derived from the neutralization of many unstressed /I, A, U/.

˙ 13.12.2 shows /EI, OU/ derived from /AI, AU/ (which, when kept unaltered,
are given in ˙ 13.12.3).

As for the consonants, besides (n=0) (¬ ˙ 13.12.4), let us notice that, instead of
uvularized consonants, (_), we mostly have velarized ones, (—): mainly (˛, À) (for /T,
S/, /D, Z/ (Ã)) and (®, Í÷ ı). <e main intonation patterns are shown in ˙ 13.12.5.

m n

(p) b t d ˛ Ã ö {›}(")(K G) k g

f (v) s z À S  (Z)
(c) G

(h) H
(h)

(º ̃ )
j w (H)

ˇ
ÿ

l(≤) ı 

X º (W R)

R (r) ® (Í)

(M) (˙) (,)(˙)(~)(N)(˙) {∫}

˙ 13.12.4. General consonant chart, including taxophones and xenophones (sociophonic, too).

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 1)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

˙ 13.12.5. Fundamental intonation patterns.
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Morocco mediatic accent

13.41. Moroccan Arabic is described in di‡erent ways by di‡erent scholars (and
is actually pronounced in di‡erent ways by various speakers); however, by nor-
malizing things, it can be said to have four vowel phonemes, in its mediatic version. 

˛ey are half-long when stressed. ˛e variants occurring in contact with dark-
ening consonants are also shown. <ese are: the uvulars, (Ω), \ /q÷ x, X/, and the
co-articules, which are velarized, (—), \ (˛, Ã÷ À, ë÷ ®, Í÷ ı) (usually, or really uvu-
larized, (_), only by intentional choices). Besides, as far as /i/ is concerned, they
also include the prepharyngeal consonants, (ç), \ (ˇ, ÿ)(more typical than true
pharyngeal ones, (–), (H, y)), \ (±).

Besides, /È/ (È) is added to the ‘stable', or normal, three /i, a, u/ ('i;, ’i÷ 'Û;*, ’Û*÷ 'Ä;,
’Ä÷ 'A;*, ’A*, 'a;ò, ’aò÷ 'u;, ’u÷ 'o;*, ’o*) (¬ ̇  13.13.1, the second vocogram is for /™/, with
its various taxophones).

˛erefore, we also have the additional ‘unstable' phoneme, /È/ (generally, oc-
curring in word-internal position). It is used for morphonologic variations; and it
is always short, even when stressed. 

Let us notice that, when unstressed, /È/ is short, or even extra-short: (È, È), or
(Ù, Ù), in contact with /j/; (P, P) in contact with /w/; (x, x) in contact with uvular
((Ω), \ /q÷ x, X/) or (_), actually (—), \ (˛, Ã÷ À, ë÷ ®, Í÷ ı) (or (±_)). Lastly, we have

/i/ (i;, ’i, ±Û;, Û;±, ±¢;±) 
 /u/ (u;, ’u, —o;, o;—, —o;—)

/a/ (Ä;, ’Ä, a;ò, ’aò,  
—A;, A;—, —A;—, ’—A)

/—È/ (È÷ jÙ, wP, —x, x—, —∏—, üÖ)

È 

π å 

i u

Morocco mid-reduced paraphonic setting >˘≥

˙ 13.13.1. <e vowels, including the typical paraphonic setting.



(Ö) in contact with /›w, Xw, ºw/ (Á, ã, r), and (∏) between darkening consonants.
But, for stressed /È/, we can also have realizations corresponding to those of the

other three phonemes, though always short: (i, Û÷ Ä, a, A÷ u, o). So, we could even
think of establishing a complete series with three ‘unstable' vowels, ('é, ’é), in ad-
dition to the one with three ‘stable' vowels, ('é;, ’é). Word-initial vowels are pre-
ceded by /ö/. 

At the bottom of ˙ 13.13.1, we show the typical Moroccan paraphonic vowel
setting, which is reduced, as can easily be seen. It certainly contibutes to render
the Moroccan accent more ‘obscure', in addition to the use of /™/.

˛e Moroccan dialects generally have /ai, au/ ê /Èi, Èu/ \ /Èi/ (Èi) “ (Ùi, ¤i, Ii)
(“ (ii, i:), also coinciding with /i:/ “ (i;)), and /Èu/ (+u) (ÛU, ¨U, uU) (“ (UU, u:), al-
so coinciding with /u:/ “ (u;)), ¬ § 17.5. <us, sometimes, the Moroccan accents
can also have some of these realizations, in addition to both ‘legitimate' diph-
thongs /ai, au/ (of high usage, ˙ 13.13.3) and the two ‘newer' mediatic ones, /ei,
ou/ (˙ 13.13.2), typical of most colloquial variants (but also depending on words
and speakers).

As for the consonants, (˙ 13.13.3) there is phonemic opposition between sim-
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/ai/ (Äi, Ä¤0)

/au/ (Äu, Äo0)

/ai/ (–ai, –a¤0)

/au/ (–au, –ao0)

/ai/ (—Ai, —A¤—)

/au/ (—Au, —Ao—)

˙ 13.13.3. <e diphthongs /ai, au/.

{/ai/ê} /EI/ (ei) (eI, ™I, Ù¤, É¤) {/au/ê} /OU/ (øU) (øu, øo, ∑u, ‘u)

˙ 13.13.2. <e diphthongs /ei, ou/.
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m ñ (‰) n

(p) b
(=)

ó (ƒ) t d ˛ Ã ö (Á){›}(")(k g)(K G) k g(+)

f (v) f (f) s z À ë ë ò 
(h) H

{h}

(ã r)(º ˜)

(X R)X º 
j w {H}

ˇ
ÿ

l(≤) ı 
R (r) ® (Í)

(M) (¯) (˙) (,)(˙)(~)(N)(˙) (∫)(≠)

˙ 13.13.4. General consonant chart, including taxophones and xenophones (sociophonic, too).

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 Ì 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

˙ 13.13.5. Fundamental intonation patterns.





14.1.1. <is chapter is dedicated to the description of 32 ‘regionational' accents,
basically derived from the typical usage found in di‡erent nations, when people
do not use the habitual ‘native' pronunciations of their variant of Arabic, gener-
ally used in family and with other people from the same areas. 

<ese variants, actually, are usually called ‘dialects' of Arabic. In fact, they do
not di‡er only in pronunciation, but also (and, sometimes, even more) in their
grammars and mostly in their lexicons. More often than not, for those ‘dialects'
it is di‚cult, if not impossible, to guarantee normal linguistic interaction between
‘native speakers' from other nations, or even parts of nations (¬ ̇  13.1-5). Mainly,
only speakers from neighboring areas have less di‚culty.

14.1.2. As already said, then, we do not even try to describe actual dialects, but
the accents heard from ‘native speakers' when they communicate with ‘other'
Arabs (not to speak about real ‘foreigners').

<ese accents, may also vary with di‡erent speakers, depending on how much
they actually ‘handle' o‚cial Arabic. Of course, they are continuously subject to
choose and use (mostly unsystematically) sounds and structures from other di-
alects that they happen to ‘know' somewhat better. 

Certainly, most speakers may be more or less familiar with the ‘Egyptian accent'
(mainly that of Cairo), due to the imposing Egyptian cinema and television industries. 

However, in addition to Egyptian forms (and from further nations, subjec-
tively believed to be prestigious), even hypercorrections, or wrongly deduced
forms, may often appear mainly in the speech of people from rural areas, or small-
er towns, or of poorer education.

Let us add that –contrary to neutral Arabic– the article al- (or (-é) l-, often al-
so realized as el- or il- in the dialects and accents), can have its /l/ assimilated even
to a following dorsal non-continuous contoid, (‚, g, G, k, K), because the grammat-
ical function prevails against the articulatory one, by analogy.

14.1.3. <us, not only stress, but also vowels and consonants, may ‘vary' in im-
itation of both ‘correct' and ‘wrong' realizations. Let us keep in mind that Ã 6, Ã
8, “ Ã 12 should be taken into careful consideration, constantly, by completing
them with the figures provided in this chapter. 

14.1.
‘Regionational' accents:
in general



We also refer to the phenomenon of ‘darkening', typical of most dialects, but
not of neutral pronunciation.<erefore, the five mediatic accents (dealt with in Ã
13) may be less subject to strong influences. In fact, we did not even touch on the
mediatic accent, although they are certainly not fully free from dialectal influen-
ces, also depending on speakers and situations and subjects. Here, we cannot pos-
sibly evade from dealing with darkening˘

<is section is clearly against the traditional unscientific terminology and con-
cepts about colloquial practice on darkening of consonants and vowels. 

It is a fact that in neutral Arabic pronunciation we only find marked vowel tax-
ophones, as shown in ˙ 6.1, used when in contact with the co-articules, /_/ \ /T,
D, S, Z/ (and /q/, and less intensively with /H, y, r/ (and (R÷ L)), as explained in § 6.2. 

In fact, the really neutral accent of Arabic can only be found among the few
true neutral speakers (after adequate training) who do not exceed 1% of the whole
population of ‘native speakers'. Even in pronunciation recordings, it is not rare to
find oscillations between the neutral (Ã 6 Æ) and mediatic (Ã 12) accents, in-
cluding many an instances of ‘regionational' accents (Ã 13-14).

14.1.4. We cannot possibly accept the highly unsatisfactory (and unscientific)
term ‘emphasis' applied to the co-articules (¬ § 1.3.5). In addition, talking of ‘em-
phasis spread' for di‡erent ‘dialects' is even more absurd, especially because it is
tactlessly described using queer and inadequate expressions like ‘leftward/right-
ward spread' for a language which is written from right to left. 

And when some languages were written vertically, from top to bottom, or bous-
trophedonly, with alternate lines written from right to left and from left to right?

Of course, expressions like regressive and progressive assimilation (or, at least, back-
ward and forward assimilation) are certainly more scientific and even clearer and
logical.

14.1.5. A number of studies have been published on this darkening phenome-
non about di‡erent more or less (un)important ‘dialects', by di‡erent authors and
with di‡erent results. However, the point is that the various colloquial Arabics
(contrary to actual neutral Arabic) do present some kind of this phenomenon. 

<us, both (mainly) coronal contoids and vowels (mostly /A, A:/) are darkened,
when in contact with (or near to) the o‚cial co-articules (/_/ \ /T, D, S, Z/), or
non-nasal sonants ((r, R÷ L)), including, at least, /q/. 

In addition, the di‡erent ‘dialects' can have further ‘co-articules', such as /m,
b, f/, \ /P, π, ã/, sometimes, including /k, w/, \ /¨, ⁄/ (and even /å, å:/). In cur-
rent publications, they are vaguely transliterated as m˚ b˚ ∂÷ k˚ w, (including Ó and
≤), respectively, with the only aim of motivating the authors' findings, based on
more or less limited experiments, also with di‡erent results. 

It is worthwhile noticing that we also happen to find underdotted (more or
less) o‡IPA symbols even between ( ) or / /.
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14.1.6. <e problem is that those publications rarely provide accurate phonet-
ic transcriptions, usually with generic o‡IPA symbols, used very vaguely. In fact,
such authors are openly interested only in phonemic lucubrations. Let us under-
line that phonemics is just the functional part of phonetics, certainly not the oth-
er way round, as if phonetics (especially articulatory phonetics) were something
not scientific and almost of no importance, nor dignity. 

„at actually this darkening phenomenon (alias ‘emphasis spread', alas!) tries
to demonstrate is that di‡erent (experiments on di‡erent) ‘dialects' present more
or less complicated ways of displaying their ‘Arabicness' by obscuring the quali-
ties of vocoids and contoids in syllables, words (sometimes including a‚xes), or
whole phrases (prosodically under a given stress pattern).

14.1.7. Obviously, it is not satisfying to simply use of m˚ b˚ ∂÷ k˚ w (Ó “ ≤), al-
so adding other consonants and vowels, or even mixing them into (Â, é), or (0ò,
éò) (too often as /Â, é/, or /0ò, éò/, between phonemic slants, instead of ( )). Such
a way of showing things might perhaps be enough for plain phonemic aims. But
the whole ‘problem' remains still there, with no real (nor definitive) answers.

In fact, as the di‡erent publications may show (apart from their partial and in-
su‚cient results), there are di‡erent usages of darkening in di‡erent areas and so-
cial environments. <ey can also change depending on speed or precision of ut-
terance. As already pointed out, such ‘deviations' may even appear –unjustly– in
specific recordings expressly made for illustrating (neutral) pronunciation.

Although it does not clearly appear from the publications seen, the darkening
phenomenon presents several di‡erent possibilities, more or less evident. «rst of
all, those authors, who simply insist on speaking of ‘pharyngealization' and ‘pha-
ryngealized segments', present unreal ‘facts', because there are several nuances,
both in the intensity and extension of the darkening phenomenon.

14.1.8. In addition, the results hitherto presented might make people think that
there are no further possibilities. Instead, by expanding research more extensively,
and expecially in a more precise way as far as actual phonetic results are (not mere-
ly phonemically), any descriptions will become more useful. 

Some authors use even terms as ‘epiglottal(ization)', by uselessly and deceivenly
referring to the epiglottis, whose only function is to cover the trachea, preventing
food from entering it. 

<ey say so as if the epiglottis were a true active organ of speech, instead of sim-
ply using (and misusing and abusing) the term pharynx (which is one possible real
part of the upper and rear articulatory apparatus, rightly matching the epiglottis).

14.1.9. It is true that too many authors (probably hanging on some prophet's
words) consider only ‘pharyngealization' as the unique possible co-articulation for
the darkening e‡ect. But, arguably, there is not only pharyngealization, but sev-
eral other (even more realistic) possibilities. 

«rst of all, uvularization (¬ ˙ 14.1.1) is certainly much more appropriate, in-
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cluding velarization, and labialization. <ese last two produce rather ‘weaker' re-
sults, while pre-pharyngealization and actual pharyngealization produce ‘stronger'
e‡ects (the latter more than the former, ¬ ˙ 14.1.1).

14.1.10. Furthermore, labialization can certainly occur in combination with
any of the other possible coarticulations (¬ ˙ 14.1.1). Of course, such combina-
tions produce ‘stronger' darkening e‡ects. 

On the contrary, in addition to current labialization or velarization˚ we can
also find simple semi-velarization (¬ ˙ 14.1.1 and ˙ 14.1.2), while even uvulo-
-pharyngealization is also possible (¬ ˙ 14.1.1 and ˙ 14.1.3), with intermediate
darkening e‡ects between the two individual components of its name. 

Also sulcation may occur (again ¬ ˙ 14.1.1 and ˙ 14.1.4), by which the upper
surface of the tongue has lowered front (or mid-dorsum), but raised post-dorsum
and lamina (or corona). In addition, we can also find sulcation and uvulo-pharyn-
gealization combined (¬ ˙ 14.1.1 and ˙ 14.1.5).

We can also find larynx raising (¬ ˙ 14.1.6.1) ¸ tense voice (¬ ˙ 3.4, with oth-
er types), both of which add some nuances of darkness.
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˙ 14.1.1. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: di‡erent darkening settings (somewhat more inten-
sified than in actual situations, just to show their peculiarities better).
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14.1.11. However, that is not all. In fact, also vocoids can usually present some
co-articulations. In addition to simple retraction in the vocogram space (as in neu-
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˙ 14.1.2. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: semi-velarization.
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tral pronunciation, ¬ ˙ 6.1), and frequent labialization (¬ ̇  14.3), alone or com-
bined together. 

Let us carefully compare it with ˙ 14.1.8, that shows normal, unrounded vo-
coids occurring in Arabic accents and dialects (and ̇  14.1.9, that gives the round-
ed vocoids slightly fewer in number. We can often also find uvulo-
-pharyngealization (indeed, more often than expected). Notice that ̇  14.1.11 pro-
vides such frequent Arabic vocoids, corresponding to the ‘normal' ones. 

A possible smaller degree of darkening for the front vocoid, (i, I, e, ™, E) con-
sists in having normal (or neutral] lip positions, \ (e, E, È, «, Œ), instead of the
spread one, \ (i, I, e, ™, E) (¬ ˙ 14.1.10, first and second columns). Let us notice
that this figure also shows a full inventory of lip positions, not all necessarily oc-
curring in Arabic accents, but rather interesting for comparisons with possible vo-
coids occurring in other languages.
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˙ 14.1.5. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: uvulo-pharyngealization combined with sulcation.
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˙ 14.1.6.1. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: larynx raising.
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Arguably, in this set of labial positions, we also include (x), so often used in
too many publications, not only by English-speaking authors, who should actual-
ly and easily realize that (x) is rather di‡erent from Arabic (a). <is does not be-
long only to neutral pronunciation, but also to many colloquial variants. In fact,
no native Arabic accent has (x) (in spite of the lamentable, and well-known, o‡IPA
limits). For a useful and necessary comparison, ˙ 14.1.8 shows (x), too, as {x}.

14.1.12. Furthermore, speakers ̧  ‘dialects' can certainly vary in their use of all
these gradations of darkening. <is implies their frequency, or intensity, but also
their changing extensions to syllables, words and phrases (not to sentences, which
might become a serious problematic speech hindrance for native speakers, al-
though part of ‘enthusiastic' but unprepared foreigners, who happen to exagger-
ate, both in using or not using darkening).

Arguably, we will not analyze directly the behavior of specific real dialects, not
even those already treated by others. In fact, our main aim is to describe accents
(not dialects, which have di‡erent grammars and lexicons, too, as already said). 

14.1.13. However, the various dialects (di‡erently from real neutral Arabic pro-
nunciation) certainly also present some blocking segments, which attenuate or
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˙ 14.1.7. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: half-rounded vocoids.
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even prevent the application of darkening. And they do so in similar or di‡erent
ways.

<e most widely used anti-darkening elements are, in particular, /ß, ò, ‚, j÷ I,
I:/, followed, at a distance, by /EI/ and /w÷ U, U:/ (¬ ˙ 14.1.6.2). In fact, the articu-
latory reason is that these segments present the opposite dorsum situation, which
is convex, by bunching, for curvation˚ in comparison with the concave position of
sulcation, by hollowing. 

˙ 14.1.6.2 also gives, generically, the di‡erence between the darkening posi-
tions shown in ˙ 14.1.1 and this ‘brightening' position, including the actual ones
for (S, ë, Z, ò÷ j, w).

To be true, for /ß, ò, ‚/ and /j÷ I, I:, EI/, we have a mid-dorsal curvation, while, for
/w÷ U, U:/, there is a post-dorsal curvation. It is clear that the mid-dorsal curvation is
exactly the opposite of sulcation (¬ ˙ 14.1.1), given that for this latter the mid-
-dorsum is hollowed.

Besides, it might seem that the post-dorsal curvation were more akin to the var-
ious darkening settings (¬ ˙ 14.1.1), which, in fact, are backer than the mid-dorsal
one, but more similar to the post-dorsal.

However, independently from the real position in the mouth, the nature of /U,
U:/ is clearly vocoidal. <is implies an actual di‡erence between contoids and vo-
coids, which is undeniably significant. Of course, /w/, and /j/, have an evident con-
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˙ 14.1.8. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: normal lip positions.
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nection with /U, U:/, and /I, I:/, although being contoids (with an intrinsic move-
ment, even if limited, in comparison with the more static nature of the vocoids). 
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˙ 14.1.9. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: rounded vocoids.
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14.1.14. But, in the scale of syllabicity both (I) and (U) are quite near (j) and
(w), respectively. And many phonemicians (or phonologists) call all of them ‘vo-
coids', providing phonemic transcriptions with ‘/aj, aw/' and even phonetic tran-
scriptions like ‘(aj, aw)' (instead of legitimate /AI, AU/ and (AI, AU)). On the other
hand, as seen in § 8.4.1, final /-0w˘, -0j˘/ sequences may often be realized as (-0U˘,
-0I˘), especially in the accents of this chapter.

<erefore, it must not be surprising if, in some dialects, in addition to (I:, I, j),
also (U:, U, w) can prevent and block the darkening e‡ect. <is is due to the con-
tribution of the dorsum, which is active for (ß, ò, ‚), too (and for (c), possible in
a number of dialects, mostly for /k/). 

14.1.15. <e most evasive and changing fact about darkening is its application
(or ‘spreading'). In fact, as already said, not only dialects, but also speakers pres-
ent several oscillations, also depending on words and rate and accuracy of speech.
In addition, there are even di‡erences concerning where exactly and how strong-
ly darkening is applied.

Besides, there are dialects that are practically exempt from its application, as
generally the dialects still found in the areas where Arabic developed (mainly in
the Peninsula), before expanding both eastwards and, especially, westwards.

It occurs when the darkening phonemes are present in a word or syllable. As
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˙ 14.1.11. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: uvulo-pharyngealized vocoids.
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˙ 14.1.12. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: uvulo-pharyngealized half-rounded vocoids.
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already seen, they are the o‚cial co-articules (/_/, \ /T, D, S, Z/), including, at least,
/q/, and –less intensively– the non-nasal sonants ((r, R÷ L)). In addition, there are
further co-articules, \ the ‘labial' /P, π, ã/, sometimes, including /⁄/, and more
rarely even /¨/. 

14.1.16. Furthermore, we must add even /;, ;:/ (appropriate symbols for trig-
gering elements, although often represented by plain o‡IPA /å, å:/), which also
cause the darkening of consonants and vowels. <eir realizations are multiple, as
those of the other segments are, too (¬ ˙ 14.1.14). 

<erefore, in addition to uvularized (;), we also have velarized (¡), prepharyngeal-
ized (˘), pharyngealized (õ), and uvulo-pharyngealized (a, A, ¥) (including their half-
-rounded versions, (q, Q, ®)) Æ, and true (A, å, å) Æ (also half-rounded (Ä, a, ¬) Æ). 

However, more frequently, darkening spreads regressively, \ toward the be-
ginning of words, rather than progressively, \ toward the end of words. But, it
must not be a surprise if this is only a tendency, which further studies on more di-
alects and with more speakers may change.

<us, regressive darkening is found when a triggering segment is present in the
first part of a word (or syllable), while progressive darkening is found when a trig-
gering segment is present in the last syllable (or part of a word). „en the trigger-
ing element is in the middle, usually, the darkening e‡ect follows both directions.

14.1.17. <e consonants that undergo darkening in a more evident way (and
more easily perceptible), are the front ones, labial ((m, b)), labiodental ((M, f)),
dental ((N÷ t, d, s, z, V, F÷ ¬)), alveolar ((n, l, √, ◊)), becoming (P, π, ã÷ Ê, T, D, S, Z,
ù, ¢÷ ¯÷ Ê, L, r, R). Of course, this coarticulation is just one among the several pos-
sible ones (¬ the first part of Ã 14.1). 

To better show what we are saying, here we used the generic symbols of the
rhotics, those which tend to be used in contact with /I:, I/). More rarely, also /w,
k/ are darkened, as they can also have their co-articule correspondents (/⁄, ¨/).

But that is not all, yet. In fact, in this kind of pronunciation, as /I:, I÷ U:, U/ have
their darkened taxophones (not necessarily corresponding to those of the neutral
Arabic accent), as shown in Ã 8, also other consonants, in addition to those just
seen, can be darkened (although not for all dialects, and consequently for their de-
rived accents). 
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˙ 14.1.14. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: some di‡erent darkened realizations of /a/.
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14.1.18. In broader dialects (and accents), in addition to the darkened contoids
seen above, including (⁄, ¨), we can also have (≈, º, g, _, ∑, „, ·, Y, C, Ç, Ì), adding
–in broadest variants– («, », 1, 4) and (', Ç, +, Á), too. Arguably, if (ß, ò, ‚, j) (and oth-
ers) become darkened, they obviously do not block darkening. It is also known that,
generally, /x, X, H, y/ exert a minor influence on near segments, and /c, h/ even less
so. However, di‡erent dialects/accents and speakers may present di‡erent choices.

On the contrary, /q/, when it is kept unchanged (\ without becoming laryngeal,
(c), velar, (k, g), or something else), is clearly a triggering element. <e best ancient
grammarians already testified this fact, so that /q/ forms a set with /_/ \ /T, D, S, Z/,
becoming /q/, in spite of those (even contemporary) ‘authors' who deny this obvi-
ous fact, because they go as far as declaring that it is wrong to consider the co-articules
as uvularized, excessively and uncritically insisting that they are pharyngealized
(which is just one of the various possibilities, and certainly not the favorite one). 

14.1.19. As already said, in addition to di‡erences in the choice of both the seg-
ments that trigger darkening and those that can be darkened, there is a number
of possible gradations and nuances either toward an intensification or an attenua-
tion of the recognition of every darkened segment.

<is depends, as we know, on the intrinsic qualities of the segments, which are
also determined by the kind of darkening used either by speakers or language vari-
ants. It is certainly worthwhile to look again (and better than the first time) at the
various figures expressly prepared (¬ ˙ 14.1.1-14).

14.1.20. <ere is a typical ‘Black voice', which has peculiar tonetic movements,
as can be seen in ˙ 14.1.15. <is is or may be typical of Black bilingual speakers in
Mauritania and Western Sahara, Mali, Chad, South Sudan, Somalia, and Comoros.
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˙ 14.1.15.  <e paraphonic tonality structure of the ‘Black voice' §|@.
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14.2.0. As anticipated, in this chapter, we will present, concisely, 32 ‘regiona-
tional' accents, more or less di‡erent. Arguably, it will be very useful to observe
the maps (of Ã 13) well. 

Let us also notice that, instead of indicating all ‘darkening' contexts, as in Ã
13, we will simply put an asterisk before the symbols of some vocalic taxophones.
Furthermore, the actual taxophones indicated are the most frequent ones, which
we found listening to several speakers. Of course, this does not mean that further
variants are not possible.

In fact, also depending on single speakers, their pronunciation can be more or
less typical and broad. But, as already said, the speakers can also happen to use
even some neutral realizations (¬ Ã 6 “ Ã 8-11), or mediatic (Ã 12), or ‘local me-
diatic' ones (Ã 13). 

<e asterisk is not shown for the diphthongs, because they are much more
changeable, due to their two di‡erent elements and motivations, in the accents
(even more than in the dialects). However, the backer or lower variants shown,
more usually, occur in ‘darkening' situations.

Let us recall that the accents, which will be presented below, form the more re-
al ‘sound e‡ect' when Arabs are speaking to ‘others'. <us, they do not use their
everyday ‘language' (or ‘dialect'), which, on the contrary, is their more personal
and real way of speaking. In fact, in this case, they also (try to) attenuate their
grammatical and –mostly– lexical peculiarities, in order to be understood more
easily. 

Of course, the vocograms and tonograms should be carefully examined, although
we rarely deal explicitly with them, because they are rather clear. 

For the consonants of the Arabic ‘regionational' accents, we will only (and con-
cisely) indicate the di‡erences between the ‘normal' ones of neutral Arabic (¬ Ã
8). Also the mediatic accents (Ã 13) should be considered: Levant (§ 13.32-35),
Saudi Arabia (13.36), Gulf (13.37-38), Egypt (13.39-40), Algeria (13.41), Morocco
(13.42). „en necessary, we will use the following indications: r rural, n nomadic,
u urban, d Druse.

14.2.
‘Regionational' accents:
in detail



Lebanon (Beirut)

14.2.1. See the maps in ˙ 13.4-5. <e first vocogram in ˙ 14.2.1 shows the
main vocalic realizations of this accent, including /A:/ (ù:, ùÈ), which may be rather
surprising. <e second vocogram shows both milder and broader variants, in-
cluding the possibility of /™/ from /I, U/, either stressed or unstressed. <e third
and fourth vocograms give the main realizations of /EI, OU/ and /AI, AU/, respec-
tively. Short unstressed final vowels are generally dropped, /’é˘/ê(`). «nal un-
stressed short vowels are usually dropped, /’é˘/ê(`) (although unsystematically),
while -ah (¬ § 13.25) is very strong. In broader accents, the compressed paraphonic
vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ˙ 13.7.3) may be typical. 
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˙ 14.2.1. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Lebanon.
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Consonants\ /T, D, S/ (T, D, S), /Z/ (D÷ Z, r/n¢), /V/ (t÷ s, r/nV), /F/ (d÷ z, r/nF)÷ /q/ (c,
±q, dq), /c/ (h, ̀ , ±c), /cé/ (é:, ±cé), /H/ (H, ̌ ), /y/ (y, ó) r(¥, ?), /h/ (h, ∆), /ò/ (ò, r‚),
/r/ (√, ◊) (but (r, Í) in contact with back vowels or /_/). Initial /˘0A0/ clusters
commonly become (˘00), and /˘’céó0/ often become (˘’c%0) (with intense so-
nants, /ó/=/ö, ó, ‹/). 

Darkening is very strong, but generally blocked by /I, I:, ß/ (unsystematically by
/j/), and spreading to whole words, also caused by /P, π, L/. 

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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Palestine (East Jerusalem)

14.2.2. See the maps in ˙ 13.4-5. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.2, with variants (also milder
and broader). «nal unstressed short vowels are usually dropped, /’é˘/ê(`) (al-
though unsystematically), while -ah (¬ § 13.25) is not very strong or even absent.
In broader accents, the back-reduced paraphonic vowel setting (>˙≥, ̇  13.7.2) may
be typical. 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (T, S), /Z, D/ (D÷ Z, r/n¢), /V/ (t÷ s, rV), /F/ (d÷ z, rF)÷ /x/ (x, ≈),
/X/ (X, ‰)÷ /q/ (±q, uc, u/dq, ¨, rk, rX, ng), /c/ (h, `, ±c), /cé/ (é:, ±cé), /H, y/ (H, ˇ, y,
ó, ?), /h/ (h, ∆), /ò/ (ò, r‚), /r/ (√, ◊) (but (r, Í) in contact with /_/). Initial /˘0A0/
clusters commonly become (˘00), and /˘’céó0/ often become (˘’c%0) (with in-
tense sonants, /ó/=/ö, ó, ‹/). 

Darkening may be rather strong, and spreading to whole words, also caused by
truly pharyngealized co-articules /P, π, L/ (although /L/ may also be (ú, à)). <e
blocking e‡ect is generally caused in southern areas by /j, ß, ò, I, I:/, in central ar-
eas by /ß, ò/ (ß÷ ò, ‚) /k/ï(c), unsystematically by /U, U:/, in northern areas by /j, ß,
w, U, U:, I, I:/. Stress tends to be rather regular.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.2. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Palestine.

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/I/ (¤, *È)

/A/ (ù, *∏) (Æ, ≠Ä, ’ù˘, ’Æ˘)

/A:/ (ù:, *∏:) (±a:, Æ:, ≠E:)

/I:/ (I:, *…:)

/U/ (u, *o, ≠’û)

/U:/ (U:, *O:)

/AI/ (Æi) (Ä%)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (ei) (EI, EE)

/AU/ (æu) (ÄU)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oO) (Ou, OO)



Syria (or West Syria: Damascus)

14.2.3.1. Western Syria, actually (see the maps in ̇  13.4-5). <e realizations of
the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the two vocograms of ̇  14.2.3, with
variants (also milder and broader), including the possible neutralization of /I, U/
into /™/. <e four diphthongs are shown in the second vocogram. «nal unstressed
short vowels are usually dropped, /’é˘/ê(`) (although unsystematically), while -ah
(¬ § 13.25) is very strong. In broader accents, the back-reduced paraphonic vowel
setting (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical in addition to /I, U/ê(™), even in stressed syl-
lables (but (’È_)ê(`)).

Consonants\ /t/ (th), /T, S/ (T, Th÷ S), both /D, Z/ (D÷ Z, r/n¢) (also (˛, À, Ã) and (ë,
ï, Ã)), /V/ (t÷ s, r/nV), /F/ (d÷ z, r/nF)÷ /q/ (c, ±q, nq), /k/ (k, rc) {(nc) only with /I, I:/),
/c/ (h, `, ±c), /cé/ (é:, ±cé), /H, y/ (H, ˇ÷ y, ó, ?) (including possible /yé/ (ü)), /h/ (h,
∆), /ò/ (ò, r‚), /r/ (√, ◊) (but (r, Í) in contact with /_/). Initial /˘0A0/ clusters com-
monly become (˘00), and /˘’céó0/ often become (˘’c%0) (with intense sonants,
/ó/=/ö, ó, ‹/). 
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˙ 14.2.3. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Syria.

Druse peculiarities

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 Ç 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/A/ (ù, *æ)  ±(a, *∏) (’È, ≠A, ’ù˘, ’Æ˘) /A:/ (ùù, ÆÆ, *ææ) ±(aa, *∏∏) 
≠(AA, *OO) ≠≠(ÈE)

/I:/ (II, *%%, ≠*¤¤)
/I/ (I, *%, ≠*¤, ™)

/U:/ (UU, *uu, ≠*OO)
/U/ (U, *u, ≠*O, ™)

/A/ (a, A, *A)

/I/ (¤, *,)
/U/ (u, *O)

/AI/ (aI) (ÆÈ, ÆI) /AU/ (æU) (ÆU)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (ou) (OO, OÛ) 
≠(Oo, Ou){/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (Ei, EE, ùI)



Darkening is very strong, blocked or not by /j/ (depending on speakers), and
spreading to whole words, often including a‚xes), also caused by /P, π, ≥, L/.
Stress tends to be rather regular.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.

14.2.3.2. Here are the peculiarities of the Druse accent (mostly found in the
southernmost areas of Syria): /I/ (È), but (,) with labials and /T, D, S, Z/÷ /A/ (a), but
(A) with /k, w÷ x, X÷ H, y÷ h, c/, (å) with /T, D, S, Z÷ q/÷ /U/ (u), but (O) with /H, y÷ x,
X÷ T, D, S, Z/}. Consonants\ /q/ (q÷ g), /k/ (k) (but (c) mostly in palatal environ-
ments), /ò/ (‚), /V, F/ (V, F), /T, S/ (T, D, S), /D, Z/ (¢), /h/ (h), /c/ (`). 

Darkening (which is blocked by coronal and palatal /0/, and by /I, I:/) spreads
to the end of words (but rarely to their initial parts), including su‚xes, also caused
by /P, π, r, L, H, y, w, k, g, x, X/.
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Jordan (or West Jordan: Amman)

14.2.4. Western Jordan, actually (see the maps in ̇  13.4-5). <e realizations of
the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.4, al-
so with broader variants. «nal unstressed short vowels are usually dropped,
/’é˘/ê(`) (although unsystematically), while -ah (¬ § 13.25) is very strong. In con-
tact with /w, H, y/ (w, H, y), /a/ may be either (Ä) or (^), according to speakers. In
broader accents, the compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ˙ 13.7.3) may be
typical. 

Consonants\ /T, D, S/ (T, ˛, D, Ã, S, À), /Z/ (D, Ã÷ Z, ë, r¢), /V/ (t÷ s, rV), /F/ (d÷ z,
rF)÷ /q/ (uc, ±q, dq, rk) n(g, ≠‚5, ≠≠Q5), /k/ (k) n(c, ≠q5), /c/ (h, ̀ , ±c), /cé/ (é;, ±cé),
/H, y/ (H, ˇ, y, ó), /h/ (h, ∆), /ò/ (ò, r/n‚), /r/ (√, ◊) (but (r, Í) in contact with back
vowels or /_/). Initial /˘0A0/ clusters commonly become (˘00), and /˘’céó0/ of-
ten become (˘’c%0) (with intense sonants, /ó/=/ö, ó, ‹/). 

Darkening is very strong, also with a‚xes, but generally blocked by /j, ß/, less
systematically by /I, I:, U, U:/ (especially in Amman, where they have no blocking
e‡ect); in southern areas there is no block, usually), and spreading to whole words,
including a‚xes, also caused by /q, x, X/ and /H, y, P, π, R, L/, especially in rural
speech (for some speakers, also by /H, y/). Stress adds some Egyptian-like patterns
to the more common ones.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.4. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Jordan.

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 Ì 2 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/I/ (i, *¤, ≠*Ù)

/A/ (a, *æ) ≠(Æ, A, *∏)
 (’ù˘, ’a˘, ’Æ˘, *’æ˘) /A:/ (aù, *æx) (AÆ, *∏¢)

/I:/ (II, *%I, ≠*…%)

/U/ (u, *O, ≠*o)

/U:/ (UU, *uu)

/AI/ (ÆI) (aI) /AU/ (æU)
{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI) (ùI) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (ou) (oU, oO)

‡



North Syria

14.2.5. Northern Syria “ south-eastern Turkey, actually (see the maps in ˙ 13.4-5).
<e realizations of the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the two
vocograms of ˙ 14.2.5, also with broader and milder variants. Let us notice well
some particular timbres of the vowels and diphthongs, less ‘Arabic' than usual.
Long vowels are half-long, (é;). In broader accents, the back-reduced paraphonic
vowel setting (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical and /AI, AU/ may even become (I;, U;).
Often, /I, U/ê(™) (for some speakers only /I/ê(¤)); -ah (¬ § 13.25) is rather strong,
but it does not occur with /_, –, u/ (including /h, c/, for some speakers). 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, À) /D, Z/ (Ã), /V, F/ (t, V÷ d, F), /q/ (q, c, `) (including pos-
sible ejective (q')), /k/ in contact with /I, I:/ê(©, k) (especially in Turkey, in addi-
tion to more ‘normal' (c, C)} as /j/ (J, ›) often does; /c/ (c, ¸), /x, X/ (x, ≈÷ X, ‰),
/H, y/ (ˇ, ó) (often /éyé/ (üóé)), /h/ (h, ∆), /ò/ (], ò, ±‚), /ß/ ([, ß), /r/ (®, Í) (but al-
so (º, ˜, ¸), often considered as a speech defect). 

Darkening is quite irregular (and not spreading to a‚xes), and also caused by
/M, b, n, ú/, but blocked especially by /I, I:, AIêEI/. In the Turkey areas: /V, F/ (s,
z), /T, S/ (À), /D, Z/ (ë), and /f, v/ (å, 6)÷ /q/ (q, c, `), /q0/ (q0, x0, ≈0, X0, ‰0).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.5. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: North Syria.

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 Ç 2 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/A/ (Æ, *∏) (ù, A, *©) ≠(e, ’Æ˘, ’e˘) /A:/ (Æ4;7, *∏4;7) (ù4;7, *©4;7) ≠(e4;7, A4;7)

/I:/ (I4;7, *I4;7, ±*%4;7) /U:/ (U4;7, *U4;7)

/I/ (I, *I, ±*%, ™÷ ¤) /U/ (U, *U, ™)

/AI/ (ÆI) (aù)
/AU/ (ÆU) (æ#)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI) (EI)
{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU) (ÄU)



North Iraq

14.2.6. See the maps in ˙ 13.4-5. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.6, also with broader variants.
Let us notice well some particular timbres of the vowels and diphthongs, less
‘Arabic' than usual.In broader accents, the back-reduced paraphonic vowel setting
(>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical; -ah (¬ § 13.25) is very strong. 

Consonants\ /V, F/ (s, z) ±(V, F), /T, S/ (T À), /D, Z/ (ë, ±¢), and, frequently, /f, v/
(å, 6)÷ /H, y/ (H, y), /x, X/ (≈, ‰), /q/ (q, g), /k/ (k) ((c) in palatal environments).
Darkening is quite irregular (and not spreading to a‚xes), blocked especially by
/I, I:, AIêEI/.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.6. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: North Iraq.

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/™/ (È, *X)
 “ (O) with labials 

in Iran areas

/I/ (I, I0, ±i0) *(%, ≠Ù)

/A/ (Æ, *Å) ≠(ù, *≠∏) (E, w∏, ’E˘, ’Æ˘) /A:/ (AA, *ÅÅ) ≠(ùù, *∏∏)

/I:/ (II) *(%%, ≠ÙÙ)

/U/ (U, U0, ±u0, *u)
/U:/ (UU, ±*uu)

/AI/ (ÆI) /AU/ (ÆU)
{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI) (EI, EI, ùI) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU) (oO, ÄU)



Iraq (Baghdad)

14.2.7.1. Baghdad, including mid-eastern Syria, and Khuzestân, in mid-west-
ern Iran (in Persian Xuzest≤n (&XuzEs'thP;n), see the maps in ˙ 13.4-5). <e real-
izations of the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙
14.2.7, also with milder and broader variants. In broader accents, the back-reduced
paraphonic vowel setting (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical. /AI, AU/ may be rather sta-
ble, although they often become /ei, ou/÷ /I, U/ in certain contexts become (È) (but
generally (U) in contact with labials, velars, and co-articules). <ere can also be
minimal pairs with /a, a:/ opposed to /A, A:/. 

Consonants\ /V, F/ (V, F) ≠(t, s÷ d, z), /T, S/ (T, S), /D, Z/ (¢, ≠D) (also (Z)), /t/ (th),
/x, X/ (x, ≈÷ Í, ‰) (also (‹, â), uvulo-pharyngeal constrictive trills, ¬ ̇  12.8), /y/ (c,
¸) (/éyé/ (é¥é), also (<), prepharyngeal voiceless stop, and (>), pharyngeal voice-
less stop, ¬ ˙ 12.4.1.2 in word-initial or word-final position), /q/ (g) (certain words
have (q), others (‚), or less frequently (k)), /k/ (k) ((c) in palatal environments),
/c/ (`, ¸), /ò/ (‚), /r/ (r), /f, v/ (f, v) ≠(å, 6). <ere can be minimal pairs with /L/
opposed to /l/.

Darkening is rather strong, also caused by /P, π, ≥, ú, r/, and spreading to syl-
lables, or even whole to words, and often to su‚xes, more typically also using par-
tially rounded vowel, (≠), blocked by /I, I:, j, ß/ and (‚). Stress adds some Egyptian-
-like patterns to the more common ones.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
Khuzestân has: /V, F/, /Z/ (¢), /T, D, S/÷ /x, X/ (X, ÷ º, •)÷ /q/ (g, G) (but often al-

so (º, •), as /X/); /ò/ (‚)÷ /k/ (c)
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˙ 14.2.7. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Iraq.

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 Ç 3 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, *%) ±(i, *¤)

/A/ (ù, *æ) (±a, *∏, E, A, ’ù, ’ù˘, ’Æ˘)
/A:/ (ùù, *∏∏) ±(aa, *ææ) (AA, ≠EE)

/I:/ (II, *%%)

/U/ (U, ±u, *O)

/U:/ (UU, *uu)

/AI/ (ÆÈ) /AU/ (æu)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (ei, ee) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU) (oO, ÄU)

ƒ



14.2.7.2. Iran areas\ lighter accents have vocograms as in ˙ 14.2.7 (correspon-
ding to Iraq), while broader accents have those of ˙ 14.2.6 (corresponding to
North Iraq), with the addition of possible /™/ (È, X, O) (as shown in the third
vocogram of ˙ 14.2.6), /q/ (‰, X) (some speakers have (g), few (k)), /k/ (kh) (or
(c) in palatal environments), /x, X/ (≈, x÷ ‰, X) {including preuvular constrictives
(W, R)}, /H/ (ˇ, H), /y/ (ó, y) (including (≥≥), pharyngeal voiced stop, if geminate),
/yH/ (HH) (also other /Ê=/ sequences readily become (==)), /h/ (∆), /ò/ (‚÷ ≠j), /V,
F/ (V, F), /T, S/ (˛, À), /D, Z/ (¢), /j, w/ (ã, W), /r/ (◊, ’√), /l/ (l, ], ú).

Darkening is milder, also caused by velarized /M, b, Í/, and uvularized (¨), and
sometimes by /x, X/, but irregularly blocked by /d, V, z, n, j, ß, l/ and /ò/ (‚), /k/ (c).

Jewish\ /x, X/ (≈, ‰), /r/ (˜, ‰), /k/ (k) not (c), and usually rather regular /q, H,
y, c, h/.
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Kuwait

14.2.8. See the maps in ˙ 13.4-5. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.8, also with some milder and
broader variants, to be seen accurately. In broader accents, the back-reduced para-
phonic vowel setting (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical. Some vowels are more typi-
cal than others, as shown on the vocograms, which better helps in distinguishing
between Gulf accents. Unstressed long vowels are generally (é;). 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (T, S), /D, Z/ (¢), /q/ (g, ±q) (rarely (‚, ò) in palatal environ-
ments), /k/ (k) (possible (c) in palatal environments), /c/ (c, ̧ ), /x, X/ (≈, ‰) (possi-
ble /X/ (q)), /H, y/ (H, y), /h/ (h, ∆), /V, F/ (V, F), /ò/ (≠j, ±‚, ò, á), (b, d, g) generally
fully voiced even in contact with voiceless consonants, /r/ (r). Darkening is rather
strong, but limited in extension, also caused by /P, π, @, P, π, ≥, L, R/ (but not by
/x, X, w/) when in contact with co-articules or back vowels, especially /A:/.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.8. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Kuwait.

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, ±i, *¤)

/A/ (ù, *√) (±a, Æ, A) ≠(0™0, 0%) 
(’ù˘, ’a˘, ’Æ˘, ’A˘) /A:/ (ùù, *√√) (±aa, ÆÆ, AA)

/I:/ (II, *%%)

/U/ (U, ±u, *O)

/U:/ (UU, *uu, ≠¯¯)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (EE, ÈI, eI, eÈ)
/AI/ (ÆI) (ÆÈ)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (OU) (OO, oO)

/AU/ (æU) (ÄU)

ƒ



Bahrain

14.2.9. Bahrain “ some coastal areas of mid-eastern Saudi Arabia (see the maps
in ˙ 13.4-5). <e realizations of the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the
two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.9, also with milder and broader variants, to be seen very
accurately. In broader accents, the compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ˙
13.7.3) may be typical. Some vowels are more typical than others, as shown on the
vocograms, which better helps in distinguishing between Gulf accents; -ah may be
rather strong. Unstressed long vowels are generally (é;). <ere can be minimal pairs
with /a, a:/ opposed to /A, A:/. 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (T, S), /D, Z/ (¢), /q/ (g, ±q) (rarely (‚, ò) in palatal environ-
ments), /k/ (k) (possible (c, C) in palatal environments), /c/ (c, ¸) (frequently /cé/
(ü); also possible ≠(˘j, ˘w)), /x, X/ (≈, ‰) (possible /X/ (q)), /H, y/ (H, ̌ ÷ y), /h/ (h, ∆),
/V, F/ (V, F), /ò/ (≠j, ±‚, ò, á), (b, d, g) generally fully voiced even in contact with
voiceless consonants, /r/ (r). 

Darkening is rather strong, also caused by /P, π, @, P, π, ≥, L, R/ when in con-
tact with co-articules or back vowels, especially /A:/.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.9. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Bahrain.

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 Ç 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, ±i, *¤, I0, ±i0)

/A/ (Æ, *∏) ≠(e, *O) (ù, ±a, A)
(≠0‘0) (’È˘, ’A˘, ’Æ˘, ’ù˘, ’e˘) /A:/ (AA, *∏∏) (ùù, ±aa, ÆÆ) 

≠(ee, *OO)

/I:/ (II, *%%)
/U/ (U, *u, U0, ±u0) 
≠(O0, T0, %0)

/U:/ (UU, *uu)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI) (ee, EI, ùI)
{/AU/ê} /OU/ (Oo) (oO)

/AI/ (aI) (Æi, ÆÈ)
/AU/ (æO) (æU, ÆU)



Qatar

14.2.10. See the maps in ˙ 13.4-5. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.10, also with milder variants.
In broader accents, the compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ˙ 13.7.3) may
be typical. Some vowels are more typical than others, as shown on the vocograms,
which better helps in distinguishing between Gulf accents. Unstressed long vow-
els are generally (é;). <ere can be minimal pairs with /a, a:/ opposed to /A, A:/. 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (T, S), /D, Z/ (¢), /q/ (g, ≠ò, ±q) (rarely (‚, ò) in palatal envi-
ronments), /k/ (k) (possible (c) in palatal environments), /c/ (c, ¸), /x, X/ (x, ≈÷ X,
‰), /H, y/ (H, y), /h/ (h, ∆), /V, F/ (V, F), /ò/ (≠j, ±‚, ò, á), (b, d, g) generally fully
voiced even in contact with voiceless consonants, /r/ (r).

Darkening is rather strong, also caused by /P, π, @, P, π, ≥, L, R/ (but not by
/x, X, w/) when in contact with co-articules or back vowels, especially /A:/, gener-
ally with no blocking, and also spreading to a preceding word.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.10. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Qatar.

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 Ì 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, I0, ±i0, ±*¤0)

/A/ (Æ, *∏) (ù, ±a, A) (’ù˘, ’Æ˘)

/A:/ (ÆÆ, *∏∏) (ùù, ±aa, AA)

/I:/ (II, *%%)

/U/ (U, ±u0, *O0, ±*u0)

/U:/ (UU, *uu)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (EE, eI, ee, ùI) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oO) (Oo)
/AI/ (Æi) /AU/ (ÆU) (æU, xU)



Emirates (or United Arab Emirates)

14.2.11. Or United Arab Emirates (see the maps in ˙ 13.4-5). <e realizations
of the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.11,
also with milder variants. In broader accents, the back-reduced paraphonic vowel
setting (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical. Some vowels are more typical than others,
as shown on the vocograms, which better helps in distinguishing between Gulf ac-
cents. Unstressed long vowels are generally (é;). 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (T, S), /D, Z/ (¢), /q/ (g, ±q) (rarely (‚, ò) in palatal environ-
ments), /k/ (k) (possible (c) in palatal environments), /c/ (c, ¸), /x, X/ (≈, x÷ ‰, X),
/H, y/ (H, y), /h/ (h, ∆), /V, F/ (V, F), /ò/ (≠j, ±‚, ò, á), (b, d, g) generally fully voiced
even in contact with voiceless consonants, /r/ (r). 

Darkening is rather strong, also caused by /P, π, @, P, π, ≥, L, R/ (but not by
/x, X, w/) when in contact with co-articules or back vowels, especially /A:/.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.11. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Emirates.

/÷/ (2 è 3 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 • 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (i, *È, *Ù)

/A/ (a, *∏) ±(*å, *ù) (A, ’Ä, ’Æ˘)

/A:/ (a:, *∏:) ±(*å:, *ù:) (A:)

/I:/ (I:, *%:, *…:)

/U/ (u, *O)

/U:/ (U:, *u:)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (ei) (EÈ) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oO) (OÛ)
/AI/ (Æi) (æi) /AU/ (æU) (aU)



Oman

14.2.12. See the maps in ˙ 13.4-5. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.12, also with broader and
milder variants. In broader accents, the back-reduced paraphonic vowel setting
(>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical. Some vowels are more typical than others, as shown
on the vocograms, which better helps in distinguishing between Peninsular ac-
cents. Unstressed long vowels are generally (é;). 

Consonants\ /q/ (q), /c/ (c, ¸), /x, X/ (≈, x÷ ‰, X), /H, y/ (H, ˇ÷ y, ó), /h/ (∆, h), /T,
S/ (T, S), /D, Z/ (¢), /ò/ (‚), /r/ (r). Stress may add some Egyptian-like patterns to
the more common ones.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.12. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Oman.

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, I0, ±i0, *¤0)

/A/ (Æ, *å) (ù, ±a, A) (’ù˘, ’a˘, ’Æ˘)

/A:/ (AA, *åå) (ùù, ±aa, ÆÆ)

/I:/ (II, *%%)

/U/ (U, U0, ±u0, *u0, ≠*O0)

/U:/ (UU, *uu)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI) (EI) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU)
/AI/ (ÆI) /AU/ (ÆU) (æU, ÏU)

fF
‡ ‡



Yemen

14.2.13. Including Djibouti “ northern Somalia (see the map in ˙ 13.4). <e
realizations of the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the two vocograms of
˙ 14.2.13, also with milder and broader variants. In broader accents, the back-re-
duced paraphonic vowel setting (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical. Some vowels are
more typical than others, as shown on the vocograms, which better helps in dis-
tinguishing between Peninsular accents. Unstressed long vowels are generally (é;). 

Consonants\ /éjé, éwé/ (éIjé, éUwé), /q/ (g, ±q, X), /X/ (X, ≠q), /H, y/ (ˇ, ó) (but
also /y/ (≤), in southern areas), /c/ (c, ̀ ), /k/ (kh), /t/ (th), /T, S/ (T, S), /D, Z/ (¢, ≠D),
/V, F/ (Ï, ƒ) ≠(t, d), /ò/ (‚, ò0, á, g, j), /r/ (r). /0jé/ sequences with /0/ = /n, t, d,
k/ may become (~÷ ⁄, ≠C÷ Á, ≠‚÷ k) (including /I:k˘/ (IIk˘)). Word-final voiced
consonants before a pause, generally become voiceless, with the following possi-
ble di‡erences: stops ê(='), constrictives ê('=), sonants ê('=, =¸) (or creaky voiced
(ó)); /=Ê/ sequences become (ÊÊ), but not if with /h, c, H/. /˘00/ are possible, but
not /00˘/. 

Darkening is rather strong and with consonant rounding (especially in contact
with rounded vowels) in addition to further peculiarities, ¬ ˙ 12.3.0. Let us no-
tice: ¡april ('cåph_√El).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.13. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Yemen.

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 Ç 3 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, I0, ±i0, *¤0) ≠(’E˘, ’E0)

/A/ (Æ, *å) (±a, ù, A) (’È0, ’È˘, ’a˘, ’Æ˘) /A:/ (AA, *åå) (±aa, ùù) (’A;˘, ’A˘)

/I:/ (II, *%%)

/U/ (U, U0, ±u0, *u0) ≠(’O˘, ’O0)

/U:/ (UU, *uu)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI) (EE, EI)

/AI/ (ÆI)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oO) (OO)

/AU/ (ÆU) (ÄU, æU)

ƒ f
‡ ‡



Arabia (or central Saudi Arabia)

14.2.14. <at is: central Saudi Arabia “ eastern Syria “ south-western Iraq “
some northern areas of Yemen and Oman (see the maps in ˙ 13.4-5). <e realiza-
tions of the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙
14.2.14, also with broader variants. Let us notice particularly the great di‡erence
between (ù4:7) and (*ù4:7). In broader accents, the back-reduced paraphonic vowel
setting (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical. Some vowels are more typical than others,
as shown on the vocograms, which better helps in distinguishing between
Peninsular accents, for instance, /A, A:/, in non-darkening contexts, oscillate a lot
between (Ä4:7) and (more frequently) (å4:7, a4:7). Unstressed long vowels are (é;). In
central Saudi Arabia, the short unstressed vowels can be (≠È). 

Consonants\ /éjé, éwé/ (éIjé, éUwé), /V, F/ (Ï, ƒ), /T, S/ (T, S), /D, Z/ (¢), /h/ (h,
∆), /c/ (c), /q/ (q), /k/ (k) (frequently (c) in palatal environments), /x/ (x) (or (‹),
constrictive trill), /X/ (X), /H/ (H) (or (•) uvularized constrictive), /y/ (y) (and /éyé/
(éü)), /ò/ (‚), /r/ (r), frequent (ú, L). 

Darkening may be rather strong, especially in northern areas, where /_/ can al-
so be labialized (ˆ), but blocked by /I, I:, U, U:/, and it may be absent in other areas. 

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.14. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Arabia.

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (i, *¤, ≠*Ù, ’≠™)

/A/ (ù, *ù) ±(a, *∏)
 (Æ, ≠A, ≠‘ù_) (’È, ’a˘, ’Æ˘, ’≠™) /A:/ (ù:, *ù:) ±(a:, *∏:) (≠A:)

/I:/ (I:, *%:, ≠*…:)

/U/ (u, *O, ’≠™)

/U:/ (U:, *u:)

/AI/ (Æ¤) /AU/ (ÆU) (æU)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (eI, ùI) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (OU) (ou, ÄU)

‡



Red Sea (areas around it, mostly in western Saudi Arabia)

14.2.15. <at is: western Saudi Arabia “ coastal eastern Sudan “ coastal north-
eastern Eritrea (see the maps in ˙ 13.4-5). <e realizations of the vowels and four
diphthongs are shown in the two vocograms of ̇  14.2.15, also with milder variants.
In broader accents, the back-reduced paraphonic vowel setting (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may
be typical. Some vowels are more typical than others, as shown on the vocograms,
which better helps in distinguishing between Peninsular accents. Unstressed long
vowels are generally (é;). 

Consonants\ /q/ (g, ±q), /c/ (c), /x, X/ (x, X), /H, y/ (ˇ, ó), /V/ (t, s, ‡, ±V), /F/ (d,
z, ±F), both /D, Z/ (D, Z, ±¢) (u/D/ (D), u/Z/ (¢)), /ò/ (‚, ‚÷ ò), /r/ (r, Í÷ √, ◊). Broader
accents may even have: /q/ (‚, Q), /k/ (c, q, S, s), /c/ (y), /ò/ (j).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.15. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Red Sea.

/I/ (I, I0, ±i, ±i0, *¤)

/A/ (Æ, *æ) ±(ù, *,) (’ù˘, ’x˘, ’Æ˘)
/A:/ (AA, *ææ) ±(ùù, *,,)

/I:/ (II, *%%)

/U/ (U, U0, ±u0, *u)

/U:/ (UU, *uu)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (eI, Ee)

/AI/ (ÆI) (Æi) /AU/ (ÆU) (ÄU)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 Ç 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oO) (oo, Ou)



East Egypt (with the Sinai and Israel)

14.2.16. <is accent is found in parts of the eastern coasts of mid-southern Egypt
and north-eastern Sudan, on the Sinai (except its narrow western “ southern coasts),
and in Israel (by Arabic-speaking people), as shown in the maps of ˙ 13.4-5.

<e realizations of the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the two
vocograms of ˙ 14.2.16, also with milder and broader variants. In broader ac-
cents, the front-raised “ back-lowered paraphonic vowel setting (>√≥, ˙ 13.7.1)
may be typical thus, both -ah and darkening may be very strong, the last one also
with a‚xes and /π, P, ≥, R, L, ã, x, X/ and (∆, ⁄), but blocked by /i, i:, j, S, Z/ and
n/t, d, z/, but in northern areas -ah may be completely absent. 

Some vowels are more typical than others, as shown on the vocograms, which
better helps in distinguishing between Egyptian accents. Long vowels are (é;), as
also /'é0+/ are ('é;0+). 

Consonants\ /T/ (t, ±T, ≠T'), /S/ (s, ±S), /D/ (d, ±¢) /Z/ (z) ±(¢, Z), /q/ (q, ¨, ng, uc),
/k/ (k, ≠¨) ((c) in palatal environments), /V/ (t), /F, ¢/ (d), /t/ (th), /c/ (c, ¸), /x, X/
(x÷ X, ‰) (and n(‹, â)), /H/ (ˇ, H, n∆), /y/ (ó, ?, ±y, c, `), /h/ (h, ∆), /V, F/ (V, F), /ò/
(‚, ò, ˇ, dò, Á), /r/ (r, R) ≠(√, ¸, ˜, r) (also /ér˘/ (≠é∏˘) is possible).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.16. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: East Egypt “ Israel.

/I/ (I, I0, ±i0, *¤, ±*Ù0)

/A/ (Æ, *æ) (ù, ≠e, ±*∏, *ù)
 (’Æ˘, ’ù˘, ’È4˘7) /A:/ (A;, *æ;) (ù;, ≠e;, ±*∏;, *ù;)

/I:/ (I;, *%;, ±*…;)
/U/ (U, U0, ±u0, *u0, ≠*O0)
/U:/ (U;, *u;)

/AI/ (ÆI) (mainly with
 /_, –, u, h, c/}

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI) (EÈ, eÈ, e;, ùI)

/AU/ (ÆU) (mainly with
 /_, –, u, h, c/}

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU) (oO, o;)

ƒ ‡
‡

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 Ç 3 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

n n



North Egypt (Cairo)

14.2.17. See the maps in ˙ 13.4-5. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ̇  14.2.17, also with milder and broad-
er variants.In broader accents, the front-raised “ back-lowered paraphonic vowel
setting (>√≥, ˙ 13.7.1) may be typical thus, both -ah and darkening may be very
strong and spreading over whole words and a‚xes but not across words (also with
(¡, ;), respectively velarized or uvularized, ¬ ̇  14.1.14), which can form minimal
pairs with /a, a:/ opposed to /A, A:/. Some vowels are more typical than others, as
shown on the vocograms, which better helps in distinguishing between Egyptian
accents. Stressed long vowels are ('é;_, 'é;+, 'é;0). 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, À), both /D, Z/ (ë÷ ±ï), /V, F/ (s, ±V÷ z, ±F), /q/ (c, ±q), /c/ (¸,
±c, ≠`), /h/ (h, ∆), /x/ (≈, x), /X/ (‰, R, ˇ, X), /H, y/ (H, y), /ò/ (g), /r/ (®, Í). Before a
pause, the voiced consonants and sonants, frequently become devoiced, partially
or even fully. /’0Iù˘/ (’0%˘). <e stress patterns are the typical Egyptian ones. Some
oscillation towards mediatic Egyptian is possible, too (¬ § 13.38-39). <e article
òal/òel also assimilates to ≠(k, g).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.17. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: North Egypt.

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, I0, ±i0, *Ù)

/A/ (Æ, *æ) ±(ù, ±*∏) (e, *,, ≠*∏)
 (’e˘, ’ù˘, ’Æ˘, ’A˘, ’x®˘) /A:/ (A;, *æ;) ±(ù;, *∏;) (e;, *,;, ≠*∏;)

/I:/ (I;, I;0, *%;)
/U/ (u, *u)
/U:/ (U;, U;0, *u;)

ƒ
f

f

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EE) (Ei, EÈ, eI, eÈ, eù) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (OO) (oU, oo)

/AI/ (ÆI) (EI)
/AU/ (ÆU) (AU, ÄU, ùU)



South Egypt

14.2.18. See the maps in ˙ 13.4-5. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.18, also with broader and
milder variants. Let us notice some peculiar realizations, including stressed or un-
stressed /™/ (™). In broader accents, the front-raised “ back-lowered paraphonic
vowel setting (>√≥, ˙ 13.7.1) may be typical thus, both -ah and darkening may be
very strong. Some vowels are more typical than others, as shown on the
vocograms, which better helps in distinguishing between Egyptian accents.
Stressed long vowels are ('é;_, 'é;+, 'é;0).

Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, À), both /D, Z/ (ë÷ ±ï), /q/ (c, g), /c/ (¸, ±c, ≠`), /x, X/ (≈, x÷
‰), /H, y/ (H÷ y, ó), /h/ (∆, h), /ß/ (ë), /ò/ (›, ‚), /r/ (√, ◊, r˘, ç˘), /nj/ (nj, ~j, N). <e
stress patterns are the typical Egyptian ones. Some oscillation towards mediatic
Egyptian is possible, too (¬ § 13.38-39).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.18. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: South Egypt.

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, *%) ±(i, *¤)

/A/ (Æ, *æ) (e, ±ù, *∏, *a, ≠*∏) (’Æ˘, ’x˘)

/A:/ (A;, *æ;) (e;, ±ù;, *∏;, *a;, ≠*∏;)

/I:/ (I;, *%;)
/U/ (U, *u)

/™/ ('™, ’™)

/U:/ (U;, *u;)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (Ei) (ei)
/AI/ (ÆI) (AÈ)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU) (ùU, ÄU, xU)
/AU/ (ÆU) (AO)



‘Nubia'

14.2.19. See the maps in ˙ 13.4-5. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.19, also with broader variants.
Let us notice some peculiar realizations. In broader accents, the front-raised “
back-lowered paraphonic vowel setting (>√≥, ˙ 13.7.1) may be typical thus, both
-ah and darkening may be very strong. Some vowels are more typical than others,
as shown on the vocograms, which better helps in distinguishing this accent from
the Egyptian ones. Stressed long vowels tend to be ('é;_, 'é;+, 'é;0).

Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, À), both /D, Z/ (ï, Ã, ë), /q/ (q, c, k'), /k/ (k, k') {(c) in
platalal contexts), /c/ (c, ¸, ≠`), /x, X/ (x, ≈÷ ‰), /H, y/ (H, ˇ÷ y, ó), /c/ (c), /h/ (∆, h),
/V, F/ (Ï, ƒ), /f/ (f), /ò/ (‚, ‚, á), /r/ (r, R, √, ◊), /nj/ (N), /’0Iù˘/ (’0%˘, ’0™ù˘).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.19. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: ‘Nubia'.

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, I0, ±i0, *¤)

/A/ (Æ, *æ) ±(a, *å) (e, ≠Ä) (’A˘, ’Æ˘, ’e˘)

/A:/ (A;, *æ;) ±(a;, *å;)

/I:/ (I;, *…;)

/U/ (U, U0, ±u0, *u)
/U:/ (U;, *u;)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI)
/AI/ (ÆI) (AI, AÈ)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU) (ÄU, xU)
/AU/ (ÆU) (AU)

‡
‡

F



Sudan

14.2.20. See the maps in ˙ 13.2 “ 13.4. <e realizations of the vowels and four
diphthongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.20, also with broader vari-
ants. Let us notice some possible realizations of /I, U/ and of unstressed /A/ (È, Ä)
and /U/ (O). In broader accents, the compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ˙
13.7.3) may be typical; word-internal /a/ may become /i/ or /u/ in contact with
front or back consonants, respectively. 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (t, ±˛÷ s, ±À), both /D, Z/ (ƒ, z, Ã÷ ±ï), /V, F/ (t, s÷ d, z) ±(Ï, ƒ),
/q/ (g, k, ±q, ≠‚) (or, hypercorrectly, like /X/ (‰)), /h/ (`) ±(h, ∆), /c/ (`, ±¸), /x/ (≈),
/X/ (‰, ≠≈), /H, y/ (h, c) ±(H, y), /ò/ (‚, ‚, ›, g), /r/ (√, r, ◊˘, R˘), /l/ (l, ], ú), /nj/ (N˘j).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.20. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Sudan.

/I/ (I, *%) (i, *¤, ±*Ù, ’E)

/A/ (Æ, *æ) ±(a, *∏) (ù)
 (’È, ’‘, ’Æ˘, ’È˘, ’‘˘) /A:/ (A;, *æ;) ±(a;, *∏;) (ù;)

/I:/ (I;, *%;, ±*…;)

/U/ (U) (u, *O, ’O)

/U:/ (U;, *u;)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI) (EI, E;, EÈ, ei) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU) (oO, Oo, O;)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2) /./ (2 Ç 2 3)

/AI/ (ÆI) /AU/ (åU) (æU, ‘U)

ƒ
‡

‡



Lybia

14.2.21. Including parts of north-western Egypt and eastern Tunisia and Algeria
(see the maps in ˙ 13.2-3. <e realizations of the vowels and four diphthongs are
shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.21, also with some milder variants. In
broader accents, the compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ˙ 13.7.3) may be
typical. As in Northern Egypt (Cairo), there may be minimal pairs with /a, a:/ op-
posed to /A, A:/; word-internal /a/ may become /i/ or /u/ in contact with front or
back consonants, respectively. Stressed short vowels are often ('é;). 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, À), both /D, Z/ (ë, uï), /V, F/ (t, d) u(V, F), /q/ (q) n(g, ≠‚),
/c/ ('c, ’`), /x/ (≈, x), /X/ (‰, ˜, n≠q), /k/ (k) ((n≠c) in palatal contexts), /H/ (H), /y/
(y, ó, ¥, ?), /h/ (h, ∆, `), /j, w/ (j, J÷ w, W), /ò/ (ò), /r/ (r). 

Darkening is fairly strong (also with a‚xes, but restricted in extension to sin-
gle words, and blocked by /I, I:, EI, j, ß/), also with /P, π, r, L/, and labialized con-
sonants, and /Á, ⁄/ (¬ ˙ 12.6.1), which may form minimal pairs with /j, w/. 

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.21. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Lybia.

/I/ (¤, *Ù, ≠’™)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eI) 

 (EI, e¤)

/A/ (ù, *æ, ≠’™) ±(a, *Å, *ø)
  (Æ, A, ’ù˘, ’A˘)

/A:/ (ù:, *æ:) ±(a4:7, *Å4:7, *ø4:7)
(Æ:, A:, *æ:)

/I:/ (I:, *%:)

/U/ (u, *O)

/U:/ (U:, *u:)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (OU) 
 (oU, ou, ùU)

/AI/ (ÆI) /AU/ (æu) (æU)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2) /÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/?/ (2 Ç 2 1)/./ (2 ' 3 3)

ƒ
‡



Tunisia

14.2.22. A smaller area than the its actual surface. See the maps in ˙ 13.2-3.
<e realizations of the vowels, with some peculiarities, are shown in the first
vocogram of ˙ 14.2.22. <e four diphthongs are given in the remaining seven
vocograms. Let us notice that, for /AI, AU/, we clearly show their contextual vari-
ants. In broader accents, the compressed (>Ñ≥, ˙ 13.7.3) and back-reduced para-
phonic vowel settings (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical; word-internal /a/ may be-
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˙ 14.2.22. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Tunisia.

/I/ (¤, *È, ≠™)

/A/ (ù, *#) (Æ, ≠Ä, *∏)
/A:/ (ù4;7, *#4;7) (Æ4;7, Ä4;7, *∏4;7)

/I:/ (I4;7, *%4;7)
/U/ (¨, *O, ≠™)

/U:/ (U4;7, *u4;7)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2) /÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3)

(—∏i, —∏È—)

/AU/ (ÆU, Æu) (çæU, çæu—) (—∏U, —∏u—)

(çæi, çæÈ—)/AI/ (Æi, ÆÈ)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (OU) (Ou, øo){/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (ei, ùÈ)



come /i/ or /u/ in contact with front or back consonants, respectively, while un-
stressed /i, u/ and /a/ may become (≠™) and (≠‘). Unstressed final long vowels are
shortened, while the short ones are dropped (often even in word-internal free syl-
lables). 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (T, S), both /D, Z/ (Z, ï), /V, F/ (V, F), /q/ (q, ≠c) n(g, ≠‚), /c/
(c, ¸), /k˘/ (c, ©) (in contact with front vowels), /H, y/ (H, ˇ÷ y, ó), /ò/ (ò), /r/ (®, √).
Frequent /˘00, 000˘/ clusters. For darkening˚ also (M, b, n) are generally active.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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North Algeria

14.2.23. See the maps in ˙ 13.2-3. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.23, also with broader variants,
and several ‘darkened' taxophones by /_/ (—) (velarized), and the possible neu-
tralization of unstressed /I, A, U/ ê /™/ (™). In addition, the typical mid-reduced
paraphonic vowel setting is shown after the first two vocograms. In broader ac-
cents, the compressed (>Ñ≥, ˙ 13.7.3) and back-reduced paraphonic vowel settings
(>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical; word-internal /a/ may become /i/ or /u/ in contact
with front or back consonants, respectively, while unstressed /i, u/ and /a/ may be-
come (≠™) and (≠‘). Unstressed final long vowels are shortened, while the short ones
are dropped (often even in word-internal free syllables). 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (T, S), both /D, Z/ (Z, ï), /V, F/ (V, F), /q/ (q, ≠c) n(g, ≠‚), /c/
(c, ¸), /k˘/ (c, ©) (in contact with front vowels), /H, y/ (H, ˇ÷ y, ó), /ò/ (ò), /r/ (®, √).
Frequent /˘00, 000˘/ clusters. For darkening˚ also (M, b, n) are generally active.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.23. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: North Algeria.

/A:/ (a;, *æ;) (ù;, A;, *å;)

/I:/ (II, ’I, ’*%) *(%%, …Û, ¢Û) /U:/ (uU, UU) 
*(uU, Uu, uu, Ou, uO, OO)

/I/ (i, *È, ’¤, ≠’È)

/A/ (a, *æ) (ù, Ä, A, *å)
 (’ù˘, ’A˘, ≠æ˘)

{/I, A, U/ê} /™/ (™)
/U/ (u, *o, ’Û)

È 

π å 

i u

Mid-reduced paraphonic setting >˘≥

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (eI)
/AI/ (ùI) (Æ¤)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oO) (oU)
/AU/ (xU) (Æu)
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South Algeria

14.2.24. See the maps in ˙ 13.2-3. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.24, also with milder variants.
Let us notice that there is also stressed or unstressed /™/ (™). Some vowels are more
typical than others, as shown on the vocograms, which better helps in distin-
guishing between Algerian accents; word-internal /a/ may become /i/ or /u/ in con-
tact with front or back consonants, respectively, while unstressed /i, u/ and /a/ may
become (≠™) and (≠‘). 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, À), both /D, Z/ (Ã), and /P/ (M), /q/ (q, ≠c) n(g, ≠‚), /c/ (c,
¸), /x/ (x, ≈), /X/ (X, ‰, n≠q), /H, y/ (H, ̌ ÷ y), /h/ (∆, h), /t/ (th), /k/ (k) ((n≠c) in palatal
contexts), /V/ (V, ‡, q), /F/ (F, ƒ), /ò/ (ò, ò) (also possible (‚, ‚)), /ß/ (ß, ë), /r/ (®,
Í). Oscillations towards the mediatic Algerian accent (§ 13.40) are possible.

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.

˙ 14.2.24. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: South Algeria.

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 • 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, ±i, *¤)

/A/ (Æ, *å) ±(a, *æ) (E, ù)
 (’ù, ’e˘, ’Æ˘, ’A˘) /A:/ (A;, *å;) ±(a;, *æ;)

/I:/ (I;, %;)
/U/ (U, ±u, *O)
/™/ ('™, ™)

/U:/ (U;, *u;)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (EÈ, eI, eÈ)

/AI/ (aI) (EI)
{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oO) (oU)
/AU/ (ÆU) (xU, ùU)
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Kabyle-Berber Arabic

14.2.25. See the maps in ˙ 13.2-3. <e realizations of the vowels are shown in
the first vocogram of ˙ 14.2.25, with their current taxophones, while those of the
four diphthongs are given extensively in the other vocograms. In the first
vocogram, also shows (™), which is generally inserted into clusters of many con-
sonants. In broader accents, the mid-reduced paraphonic vowel setting (>˘≥, ˙
13.7.2) may be typical. 

˙ 14.2.25. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Kabyle-Berber Arabic.

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/i/ (Û4;7, *Ù4;7)

/a/ (É4;7, *√4;7) (å4;7)

/u/ (¯4;7, *P4;7)

{/ai/ê} /ei/ (ÙÛ) (Ù;) {/au/ê} /ou/ (P¯) (P;)

(È) possibly inserted
 between many C

/ai/ (ÄÛ, ÄÙ—) (–aÛ, –aÙ—)

/au/ (Äu, Äo—) (–au, –ao—)

(—√Û, —√Ù—)

(—√u, —√o—)
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Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, À), both /D, Z/ (ë, ï), /V, F/ (V, F), /v/ (v, B), /q/ (q), /c/ (`,
¸), /x, X/ (x, ‰), /H, y/ (H, y), /h/ (∆, h), /ò/ (ò), /r/ (R, r, √, ◊), and (M, b).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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Morocco

14.2.26. See the maps in ˙ 13.2-3. <e back-reduced paraphonic vowel setting
(>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) is very typical, as shown; word-internal /a/ may become /i/ or /u/
in contact with front or back consonants, respectively. 

<e first vocogram of ˙ 14.2.26.1 shows the realizations of the vowels /I4:7, A4:7,
U4:7/, which may generally be distinguished as short or long only as an intentional
choice. In fact, in stressed syllables, they are usually half-long, ('é;), instead of ('é:),
both in free and checked syllables, although with oscillations.

<e second vocogram shows a fourth phoneme, /™/, which occurs either as
stressed or unstressed, with the taxophones indicated in the vocogram, which are
four, as those for /A4:7/ are as well. The typical back-reduced vocalic paraphonic set-
ting is shown afterwards.

˙ 14.2.26.2 shows six diphthongs. <e first two vocograms give the typical lo-
cal /™I, ™U/ diphthongs, which can appear in given words for certain speakers, in
addition to /EI, OU/ (third vocogram), and /AI, AU/ (in the remaining six
vocograms).

Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, À), both /D, Z/ (Ã), /V, F/ (t, d), /q/ (q, ng) ≠(c, q', n‚) ((c)
in northern areas), /k/ (kh) ((n≠c) in palatal contexts), /c/ (c), /x/ (x), /X/ (X, n≠q),
/H, y/ (H, ˇ÷ ó, ≤), /h/ (∆, h), /ò/ (ò), /r/ (r) di‡erent from /√/ (√); /+0È0, 0È0+/ (00)

˙ 14.2.26.1. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Morocco vowels.

/—È/ (‘, X, *¢, *√)

È 

π å 

i u

Back-reduced setting >˙≥

/i4:7/ (I4;7, *¤4;7, *¢4;7)
/u4:7/ (U4;7, *o4;7, *ø4;7)

/a4:7/ (É4;7, å4;7, *√4;7, *∏4;7)
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(never reduced to (0)). Oscillations towards the mediatic Moroccan accent (§
13.40) are possible. 

Darkening is rather strong, especially on vowels and sonants, mainly at the be-
ginning of words (including prefixes), also with (M, b, f, ®, Í), but it generally does
not apply with /t/ (th, ‡, q).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.

˙ 14.2.26.2. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Morocco diphthongs “ intonation.

/ai/ (Äi, ÄÙ0)

/au/ (Äu, Äo0)

{/ai/ê} /EI/ (eI) (Ù¤, É¤) {/au/ê} /OU/ (øo) (oU, „u)

/Èi/ (ÙI, 
 —‘I, Ù¤—, —√¢—)

/Èu/ (oU,  
—‘U, oo—, —√o—)

/ai/ (–åi, –åÙ0)

/au/ (–åu, –åo0)

/ai/ (—√i, —√Ù0)

/au/ (—√u, —√o0)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)



Mauritania (“ Western Sahara)

14.2.27. Including Western Sahara (see the maps in ̇  13.2-3). <e realizations
of the vowels and four diphthongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.27,
also with some broader variants. In broader accents, the back-reduced paraphon-
ic vowel setting (>˙≥, ˙ 13.7.2) may be typical. In addition, final unstressed short
vowels are dropped (not so for -ah]˘ In checked syllables, /i, u/ê(™0). 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, ≠t÷ À, ≠s), /D/ (Ã, ≠d), /Z/ (ï, ≠F), /t, d/ (4, 7) (dentalveolar),
/V, F/ (V, F), /q/ (g, ±q), /c/ (`, j, w, ±c), /x/ (H, h), /X/ (X, q), /XX/ (qq), /H, y/ (H, y)
(and (Î) (glottalized), /f, V/ (f, Ñ÷ V, „), /ò/ (ò), /r/ (®, √), also (M, b, n, f, ú), /nj/ (N).
<e ‘Black voice' is typical (¬ ˙ 14.1.15).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.27. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Mauritania.

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 Ì 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (È%)
/AI/ (ai) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU) (ÛU)

/AU/ (æu)

/I/ (¤, *Ù, ≠™0)

/A/ (a, *æ) ≠(A, *∏) (’Ä, ’ù˘, ’Æ˘) /A:/ (a;, *æ;) ≠(A;, *∏;)

/I:/ (I;, *%;)

/U/ (u, *O, ≠™0)

/U:/ (U;, *u;)



Mali

14.2.28. See the maps in ˙ 13.2-3. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.28, also with variants. In broad-
er accents, the compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ̇  13.7.3) may be typical. 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (˛, ≠t÷ À, ≠s), /D/ (Ã, ≠d), /Z/ (ï, ≠F), /t, d/ (4, 7) (dentalveolar),
/V, F/ (V, F), /q/ (g, ±q), /c/ (`, ±c), /x, X/ ±(x, X), /H, y/ ±(H, y), /h/ (h), /ò/ (ò), /r/ (√,
r). <e ‘Black voice' is typical (¬ ˙ 14.1.15).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.28. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Mali.

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eE) (EE, EI, È¤)
/AI/ (Æi) (ÆÈ, Ä¤)

{/AU/ê} /OU/ (oO) (oU, ØU, ™U)
/AU/ (æu) (xU)

/A/ (Æ, *å) (e, ’e˘, ’ù˘, ’Æ˘, ’A˘) /A:/ (AA, *åå) (ee)

/I:/ (II), /I/ (I, I0, ±i0, *¤, ≠™) /U:/ (UU), /U/ (U, U0, ±u0, *O, ≠™)



Chad

14.2.29. See the map in ˙ 13.3. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.29, also with some variants. In
broader accents, the compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ˙ 13.7.3) may be
typical; word-internal /a/ may become /i/ or /u/ in contact with front or back con-
sonants, respectively. 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (t, ±˛÷ s, ±À), both /D, Z/ (z, ±ë), /q/ (q, ≠q', ≠‚) (or, hypercor-
rectly, like /X/ (‰)), /c/ (c, ©), /x/ (≈), /X/ (‰, ≠≈), /H, y/ (H, ˇ÷ y, ó) ((ü) in contact
with /y/), /h/ (h), /ò/ (‚, ›), /ß/ (ë), /f/ (f), /r/ (r, √), (l, 7, ú), and (b), /nj/ (N˘j), and,
of course, /k/ (C) in palatal contexts (also in Cad]˘ <e ‘Black voice' is possible (¬
˙ 14.1.15).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.29. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Chad.

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, *%) ±(i0, *¤)

/A/ (Æ, *æ) (ù, *,) (’Æ˘, ’Ä˘, ≠Ä) /A:/ (AA, *ææ) (ùù, ,,)

/I:/ (II, %%)

/U/ (U, ±u0) (*u, ≠*O)

/U:/ (UU, ±*uu)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (EI) (EE, eI) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oU) (oO, ÄU)

/AI/ (ÆI) (æI) /AU/ (ÆU) (æU)

‡ ‡
‡



South Sudan

14.2.30. See the map in ˙ 13.3. <e realizations of the vowels and four diph-
thongs are shown in the two vocograms of ̇  14.2.30, also with variants. In broad-
er accents, the compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ˙ 13.7.3) may be typi-
cal. Long vowels are generally shortened, as also geminate consonants are. 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (t, s), both /D, Z/ (d, z), /V, F/ (t, s÷ d, z), /q/ (g, k, ≠k', ±q), /c/
(¸, `), /x, X/ (k, g) ±(x, ≈÷ X, ‰), /H, y/ (c, `) ±(H, ˇ÷ ó, y), /h/ (∆, `), /ò/ (‚, ‚), /ß/
(ë, ß), /r/ (◊, √) ((r) is possible in contact with back consonants). Stress can have
some unpredictable patterns. <e ‘Black voice' is typical (¬ ˙ 14.1.15).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.30. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: South Sudan.

/÷/ (2 ¶ 3 2)/./ (2 Ç 3 3) /?/ (2 • 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/A/ (Æ, *å) (ù, ’Æ˘, ’e˘, ’ù˘, ’È˘, ’A˘)

/A:/ (AA, *åå) (ùù)

/I:/ (Ii, *¤¤), /I/ (I, *¤) /U:/ (4*7UU), /U/ (4*7U)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (ee) (ei, EI, EE) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oo) (ou, OO)

/AI/ (ÆÈ) (Æù) /AU/ (ÆU) (xU)



Somalia (south of its northern areas)

14.2.31. Excluding its northern areas, which belong to the Yemen koiné (see
the maps in ˙ 13.2 “ 13.4). <e realizations of the vowels and four diphthongs are
shown in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.31, also with variants. <e first vocogram
also shows that word-final voiced consonants (and sonants) are usually followed
by a weak (™). In broader accents, the compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥,
˙ 13.7.3) may be typical. 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (t, s), both /D, Z/ (z, ±F), /V, F/ (‡÷ ƒ, ±F), /b/ (b, B), /q/ (q,
≠G), /c/ (c), /x, X/ (≈, x, w÷ ‰, X), /H, y/ (ˇ÷ ó, y) ((ü) in contact with /y/), /h/ (∆, h),
/ò/ (ò, ‚), /r/ (√, ◊, r, R), /l/ (l, ≠ı) (velar), /j, w/ (J, W); /0˘/ (0™˘). <e ‘Black voice'
is possible (¬ ˙ 14.1.15).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.31. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Somalia.

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)/./ (2 Ç 3 3) /?/ (2 Ì 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/A/ (Æ, *æ) (ù, ’Æ˘, ≠’x˘)

/Ê˘/ (Ê…)

/A:/ (A;, *æ;)

/I:/ (I;, *%;), /I/ (I, I0, ±i0, *%) /U:/ (4*7U;), /U/ (U, U0, ±u0, *u, *O)

{/ai/ê} /ei/ (™i) (ei) 
 

{/au/ê} /ou/ (øu) (‘u)

/ai/ (åI) 
 

/au/ (√U)



<e Comoros

14.2.32. An archipelago at the northern end of the Mozambique Channel (see
the map in ˙ 13.2). <e realizations of the vowels and four diphthongs are shown
in the two vocograms of ˙ 14.2.32, also with variants. In broader accents, the
compressed paraphonic vowel setting (>Ñ≥, ˙ 13.7.3) may be typical. 

Consonants\ /T, S/ (t, s), both /D, Z/ (z), /V, F/ (V, F), /q/ (q), /c/ (c), /x, X/ (H, h÷
y, c), /H, y/ (H, y), /h/ (h), /ò/ (‚), /ß/ (ë), /r/ (√, ◊, r, R). <e ‘Black voice' is possible
(¬ ˙ 14.1.15).

<e fundamental intonation patterns are also given, at the end.
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˙ 14.2.32. ‘Regionational' Arabic accents: Comoros.

/÷/ (2 è 2 2)/./ (2 ' 3 3) /?/ (2 Ì 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/I/ (I, I0, ±i0, *¤)

/A/ (Æ, *æ) (ù, ’ù˘, ’Æ˘, ’A˘)
/A:/ (A;, *æ;) (ù;)

/I:/ (I;, *%;)
/U/ (U, U0, ±u0, *u)
/U:/ (U;, *u;)

{/AI/ê} /EI/ (eE) (EI, eI) {/AU/ê} /OU/ (oO) (oU)
/AI/ (ùI) /AU/ (æU) (ÄU)




